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~}Senate disputes 
· endorseinent ·· 
By Dan Landrigan 
The recent , decision by The 
Commuter Advocate to 
endorse one of the 'eight 
Democratic presidential 
primary candidates has 
-.o..r es u 1 t e d · in a st o rm of 
· controversy. 
T he stud-ent magazine 
endorsed president ial .. can-
didate George McGovern .in its 
Feb. 8th issue. Some student · 
leaders have objected to this 
pointing to a recent Student 
Activity Fee Council (SAFC) 
by-law rhat prohibits ·sAFC-
funded organization~ · from 
funding political candidates. 
"I do not think the paper has 
student act1v1ty fee funding. 
The student activity · fee is _ a · 
· mandatory fee incorporated in 
students' tuition bill. 
Stude!]t Body ,- President 
Jamie . Rock said she was 
concerned that students might 
comp_lain about the endorse-· i 
mem if · they did nm fa vor 
George McGovern and request 
a portion · of their ·student 
activity fee be returned. · 
·Mark Abrams ofthe Student 
Press Law Center said applying 
any sanctions to The 
Comm U I l? r A d VO Ca I e IS 
. unconstitutional. 
.Regardless of a newspaper·s. · 
source of funding. it is 
unconstitutional .- to censor it, 
_ Reflections of Thompson Hall .. (Rob Bossi photo) · 
.broken the actua.l wording of 
the b,. -- law. and dcfinatch· not 
the i;tent,'' said Chris -Fauske. 
editor-i n-chier'of the Advocate. 
The by-law reads, "Student 
activity fee money shall not be 
used to fund any political 
candidate announced or 
unannounced." · 
, Abrams said.. The Student 
Press Law Center is a 
·wash i ngt_on, D. C. based 
organization which provides 
legal aid to student publi-
cations. · Of $224~000 
Simic receives MacArth u r gift 
· By D an Landrigan 
U N H English Professor 
Ch a r l c s S i m i c ha s- b een 
a ward ed a $224 ,000 . Mac-
A r:thur Fellowship for his work 
as a poet. . . 
Simic will recei ve the money 
over the next five years and he 
is free to use it as he wishes. 
The fellowships are awarded 
by the · John D . and Cather.ine 
T. MacArthur Foundation and 
arc . designed to allow 
exceptionally talented 
individuals to pursue their 
research , st udies. or deative · 
p u r su i ts w it h o u t eve r yd a y 
ccono..Iil.ic pressures . "" 
"It's very unreal. It's going to 
take a w hde for it to. sink in," 
S imic said . "The luxury ( of the 
fell owship) is th e tirpe it 
provides to cori-centrate: -to 
immerse myself," he said . 
Simic. 45, said he- plans to 
t,ike next fall semester off and 
write full time. He will teach a 
reduced -schedule of cl.asses 
·next spring. 
In an article in the March 10, 
1983 · issue of the Campus 
Journal Sirrtic said he felt 
fortunate to have ended up as 
an artist in the University but, 
he advises· his students not to 
stay within academic life. 
"It's not good if you sta y in 
the University. You 've got to 
sec what life is about. I went to 
col legc_nights and wµs alwa y_s 
.,_working. ·1. ~at .-.e ri:1 p1oyed fo r 
fifteen years outside 'of co llege .. 
all so rts ofjobs , a payroll clerk, 
house painter, shirt salesman, 
editor of a photo magazine, a 
'com p.u t er programming 
trainee, a clerk in a 
delicatessen, and a U .. S. Army 
_ MP in France and Germany." 
Simic has written rnore than 
five books_ of p~etry. The latest, _ 
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Hart: Integrity •-Ill 
By Andrea Parker . 
Colorado Senator Gary 
Ha rt's motto this Yalentine;s 
/'v' i ch o I h .r 's. 
A 111erica11 aflnu .,p h e r e 
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Da~1 on the U riivers ity of New 
Hampshire campus was, "You 
- gotta have Hart." The tone of . 
his speech, however, was more 
serious, as he . addressed the 
crowd of330 votersjust 14 days 
before the first-in-the--riation 
primary. 
He offered h is candi'dacy a_s 
one of integrity in comparison . , 
to the current administration of · 
?-resident Ronald Reagan, 
which he accused of suffering ' 
from indifference, hypocracy. 
and immorality. 
Hart assailed -the Reagan 
administration, . pointing out 
that over 50 high ranking 
officials in it . "have faced 
serious allegations _ involving 
criminal wrongdo ing. , un.:. 
ethical behavior-. or abuses of 
public trust. . 
"To date, at least 25 
appointees have resigned. been 
fired. or had the.ir nominaliom· · 
SAFC regulations govern all. 
organizations which receive 
However, Rock said 
. University lawyers told he r the 
-PRESS, page 6 
Stassen speaks to 
UNH~. students . 
By John Ouellette 
Ronald Reagan -does have a 
challenger for the Republican 
nomination . for President in 
1.984. For the seventh time in 
his lengthy poli_tical career; 
Harold Stassen, former three-
term Minnesota Governor, is 
running for President. 
Sta.ssen came to UNH 
~ 1esterd_ay~ and speaking before 
three students, two professors 
a nd one reporte r in the Belknap 
Room of the MU B, he called 
Reagan's foreign policy a 
"tragic failure" and presented 
his own "creative solutions.'" 
••The United States must be 
very powerful militarily," 
Stassen said, ··but we must' .. be 
reserved about the use ot 
force .. " 
-Stassen denounced the 
placement of US Marines in 
Lebanon, deployment of 
_Pershing missiles in .. Europe-, 
and Reagan's •·down-grading 
- a.nd denegration" of the United 
Nations. 
Stassen, 77, was part of the 
committee that drafted the 
United Nations· Charter. He 
said the UN ··must be brought 
up to date," and needs a larger 
budget and a -better - peace-
keepi.ng , force with increased 
roles in Lebanon. 
The ••events will influence" 
what people think of Reagan in 
1984, Stassen said, giving him 
the chance to unseat the 
· President. · 
·•we rteed a - voice to 
challenge the seriously· wrong 
aspects · of Reagan's policy," 
Stass·en said. ..Events are 
raising questions, such _as the 
tragedf of American poli~y in 
Lebanon." 
He said Reagan gave •·an 
exce iz tionally rosey State of the 
Union Address" on _ the 
economy and pointed to the -
current $180 billion budget 
deficit , continued decline of the 
stock market and unem-
plO)'ment which is higher now 
than when Reagan took office. " 
. as- indicators of Reagan's Editorial ........................... page 12 
Features ........................ .. ...... page 15 
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. withdrawn in the wake of 
s ca n d a Is in v o Iv i n-g their 
integrity." said Hart, stre,~sing 
thes_e__i_ndiv idu~ls included the 
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D~mo~ratic ~ res.ide .. nti .. al . c;an~i,date Gary Hart spoke •n· tl;ae - . eeono'mic failu'res. 
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Ski-A-Thon to raise fundS for child care center 
By Margaret Consalvi 
The Little People's Center is 
sponsoring . a ski-a-thon 
_Saturday,'Feb. 25, in q1e UNH 
college wooqs. . ' . 
The · Center is a non-profit 
. day care center located in the 
basement of Durham· Com-
munity Church. It serves low-
income famiiies connected with 
the University. . 
.. The · Little People's Center 
has always given priority to 
low-income students," said 
Tim Cunningham, a worker at 
the Center. "In fact, the Center 
was organized in 1970 by a 
group of low-income mothers 
attending UN H." 
There are 43 children at the · 
center. They range in age from 
one to six, and are children of 
students and staff. ·•we have no 
children from faculty members · 
here." Cunningham said: 
The Center is run by hired 
staff, work study- students and 
volunteers from the Psycho-
logy and Family · Studies 
departmenb. 
The children are divided into 
groups and are involved in 
d-ifferent activities ... For 
example,". Cunningham said, 
· .. we have climbing structures, 
arts and crafts, riding toys, 
building blocks. a work bench, 
and a fenced in playground 
outside. 
All low-income students 
were subsidized by welfn- ~ 
until last year. Welfare ha ow 
restricted low-income students 
enrolled in a four year program 
at UNH. 
"This cut affects 90 percent 
of our members." Cunningham 
said; .. Now the){ must either 
drop out of school or seek less 
effective child care arrange-
Brian Riordon enjoys his play time. (Heidi Whitt)' photo) 
men ts." 
If this occurs, parents may 
not feel comfortable about 
their child's whereabouts. 
Cunningham said this may 
affect their performance in 
class. 
.. They may worry and not 
focus their full attention on 
class. They could do poorly," 
said Cunningham . 
difference," said Cunningham. The'J''II let us know b,· t_hc end 
.. This is where our other fund · ) 
raisers fit in.,, of this week." · said Cun-
ningham. 
The fund raiser will be used The Center will have hot 
for a scholarship fund to help . chocolate and cider for 
low-income students cut off b}' 
welfare subsidization. - everyone part1c1pating. and 
· after the marathon, prizes . 
The Little People's Center donated from local businesses, 
has done "lots pf fund raising in will be . awarded in categories, 
the past to match part of the according to Cunningham. 
The University has marked 
two routes thrnugh the· college 
('("Nou, they n1.ust tdfher drop 
out of school or st~t~A- - L,~ss 
,~f  ectire child car,~ arrang,~-
woods. "Skiers. walkers and 
·snow.shoers are all welcome," 
said Cunningham. 
The check-in center for the 
ski-a-thon will · be in UN H's 
Human Nutrition Center on 
Clovos. Road across from the 
Ritzman Lab and near the 
lle t ·''· I . ,11. S . 
With no help from welfare, 
students pay $11.50 daily or 
$1.77 hourly depending on the · 
length of the child's stay in th~ 
Center. 
However, · if students are 
eligible for welfare, they pay 
approximately $1.30 a day with 
welfare paying $8.00 a day. 
.. We need to make up the 
budget subsidization from 
welfare," Cunningham said. 
This is their first ski-a-thon, 
however. 
"Right now our goal is to 
enroll 30-50 skiers. So far we 
have JO ·· skiers. We have 
approached vari-ous sororities 
and . fraternities asking for 
either par:!_icipati~n or pledges. 
LINH / Durham fire sta tion. 
Students should register and 
have their sponsor lists 
validated between- IO a.m. and 
4 p.m. on hb. 25. _ 
Sponsor sheets are ·available 
in Durh~m at the Upper· Cut. 
Rock Bottom · Records, 
Wildernes~ Trails, and The 
Little People's Center and in 
Portsmouth at · A Safe Place 
office and Feminist · Health 
Center. 
Future Olympians? (left to right) Paul, Jacob, Dawna, Joe and Allison. (Heidi Whitty photo) 
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EWS IN BRIEF. 
INTERNATIONAL 
Lebanese army 
loses key _site 
. DrU?e militiamen took control of 
the crossroads at Kha Ide, Lebanon, 
Wedne~dq)< a vital position that 
controls access to both the southern 
and eastern suburbs of Beirut-. The 
taking of the crossroads . allowed the 
Druze to link ' up with their Shiite 
Moslem . allies. and put them in a 
position near the US _Marine 
Compound. where 1200 American~ 
are still waiting to leave. 
US, South Africa to 
meet 
The United States. Angola, and 
South Africa were scheduled to meet 
in Zambia yesterday to discuss . a 
las_ting cease-fire in the region's 17-
year war. The war is o'ver South-West 
· Africa, known as Namibia , a territory 
controlled by South Africa despite 
United Nation demands for the 
relinquishment of · white-minority 





- U.S. · industrial production surged 
1.1 percent in January creating the 
greatest increase in five months. 
_ according to a report released by the 
Federal Reserve System. The report 
said retail sales increased 2.2 percent, 
confirming a healthy increase in both 
the supply of goods and in consumer 
demand. · 
Cave-in at nuke 
test site 
- Twelve people were injured 
yesterday when the desert floor above 
a nuclear test site caved in. caused by a 
nuclear detonation in a cavern l000 
feet · underground. A Department of 
Energy spokesman said _no nuclear 
radiation escaped from the , site in 
Rainier Mesa. Nevada . 
LOCAL 
Bu.sh to rally in 
Concord 
) 
· Vice President George Blish is 
scheduled to hold a brief press 
conference and a rally at the New 
Hampshire Highway Hotel in 
Concord this evening at 6 p.m. Vice-
President Bush is speak_ing in ,support 
of himself and President Reagan; who 
is not scheduled to appear in the 
Granite State before the primary 
elections on Feb. 28. 
Unemployment · 
lowest in N.H. 
The sta-te of New .Hampshire's 
unemployment rate for the m~ht-h of 
December was 4.3, only a fraction 
more than half the national rate. which 
was 8 percent. The unemployment rate 
only a ~'ear ago was 7 .7 percent in New · 
Hampshire. 
-Jackson returns to 
,UNH 
Th~ Reverend Jesse Jackson, 
Democratic presidential candidate, 
will be in the Granite State Room of-
. the MU B today, Friday, at I p.m . to 
address students on peace and foreign 
policy. Jackson will also remind 
students of the -Saturday deadline for 
voter reg_istration for February 28 
primaries. 
WEATHER 
Today should be partly cloudy near 
the seacoast, with temperatures in the 
lower 40's. A chance of showers cis 
expected Saturday and Sunday, with 
temperatures remaining in the low 
40's. Rain is also expected · for 
Monday . 
I 




By Ken Fish 
Traffic in Durham will be 
impeded by several con- " 
stru~tion projects starting_ by ' 
mid-March, ·according to 
· Gen;y Tremain. manager of 
the . USNH Construction 
Project Administration. 
Tremain said the · projects 
will be running at the same · 
times during tl~e early spring 
going into late October. 
Phase 111 of the $4 million 
Thermal Energy Improvement 
Pro-ject at UNH. w nicll Degau 
fou·r vea rs ago. wi 11 be 
co· mp (et e d so rn et i me in 
October. Phase 111 is "almost 
solely replacement of the 
· heating mains," sa id Tremain. 
The projec_t is funded by the 
State Capitol Project fund. 
Phase I of tbe project, which 
began in the fall of 1980, 
entailed installing secondary 
pumping systems and controls 
in all campus buildings. 
Phase II began in t-he spring 
of 198 I just after Phase I was 
completed. Phase 11 continued 
!'laying pool in the MUB games room are (left to right) Rich 
McManus, and Mike Sweeny. (Jim Millard photo) 
Differential · tuition 
accepted 
By Karen Le Vasseur 
The sharply criticized plan to 
increase tuition for the physical 
science students lhis year seems 
to be working. and has been 
accepted by most students and 
faculty, according to the Dean 
of the . College of Engineering 
. and Physical Sciences. 
'"Differential tu1t1on is 
working fine." Otis Sproul. 
Dean of the College of 
Engineering and Phvsical 
Sciences said . "This sen1ester 
we had a small difficult\'. Five 
or six people were unce,~tain of 
whether or not it applied to 
them because or the newness of 
the program." 
Differential tu1t1on. which 
charges students in the colleges 
of Engineering and Physical . 
· Sciences a tuition surchai-gc, 
.was put into effect this year to 
help cover the rising cost of 
teaching in these fields. 
"We're getting and spending · 
money on equipment. t.eachers. 
classes and supplies," Sproul 
said. 
Many students affected by 
the extra tuition said they' 
understood why they are 
paying extra. and were satisfied 
with the results . 
"Differential tuition is. great 
if we get the benefits." Dan 
Tiffan)~ a Chemical Engin-
eering major said. · 
"I don't know much aboutit, 
but won't mind paying the 
extra mone" when I declare my 
major," Mark Hoffman, a 
future Electrical Engineer said. 
Some students. · although 
satisfied with differential 
tuition. said students who take 
more expensive courses should 
pay extra for .them. even if they 
are not phy~ical sci.en_ce majors. 
"They should pro rate every 
course in the University if they 
charge us." Kim Sutherland. ,i 
Computer Science major said. 
"Why should only certain 
students pay extra and have · 
other non-majors be able to 
take these courses without the 
charge." 
the instal.lation of secondar:/ _Sco·rp1· O's .. h·a S pumping systems. "-
Phase 11 l w'ill concentrate on · 
new owners 
Students in five departments 




eering, and Computer Science. extending the primary 
dist rib u ti on Ii n es and By Beth Gideon 
increasing the efficiency of the Scorpio's . Provisions sells 
boiler plant. according to everyth_ing from beer to . 
Tremain. brownie mix. kleenex to 
Three areas where trenches champagne. Located on 11 
for the main heating lines will · Madb.urv Rd. in Durham 
be dug across busy streets: '"Scorp 's~' as it is common!): 
' Main Street next to the 'Presi- known as, h_as every~1_hing for 
dent's house, Edgewood Road late night cravings. 1weekend . 
and College Road. Traffic will parties, and anything you just 
be detoured around the con- happened to "forget." 
Both manage Scorpio's 
Provisions. · 
When asked wh\' the store 
was sold. Mur°'phy said 
Kara,belas is getting older and 
is looking for retirement. 
"He's 64-'.1ears old now. His 
sori just mo~ed to· Philadelphia 
.( he did live in tl·i"is area). This 
gives him more time to v1s1st his 
son and grandson." Murph" 
said. · J 
Both say they've done little 
advertising. However, their 
young business gets promoted 
chiefly from word-of-mouth. 
"We get business from the 
fraternities. Tudor Hal-I, and 
SCORPIO'S, page 11 
~~Students in the College of 
Engineering and Physical 
Science~ are charged an extra 
$175 per year. Next year there 
may be an increase in this 
surcharge. 
· "It most likely will happen," 
Gordon Haaland said. "there 
is no decision yet on the 
amount." 
struction area, Tremain said. On Feb. I. Nick Karabelas. 
"We are going to cause an owner of the 0t:iginal Scorpio's . 'Float~_·_ng -la.h offers ·exper1· en· ce impact -on traffic and Pub, leased the building to Jim _ 
·pcdestrianS-.''. he added. Murphy and Doug Sumner. 
Tremain said he did not Murphy. who .has worked~for 
expect any large difficulties · Karabelas for four years sai'd he 
with traffic detours, since plans · and Sumner "got a real good · 
to avoid the problems deal on the place." Murphy 
associated with stree ·t declined . . however. to name 
construction have already been how much the business cost. 
worked on. he said . . , Murphy grad·~mtcd in the fall 
. "Within the week. ·an impact of 1980 from.. UN H. His 
statement with a campus plan partner. Doug · Sumner. is 
outlining what activities will be currently a full-time student at 
ENERGY, page 10 
UN H. Sumner also has· a full-
time job at the Post Office. · 
Heyward speaks on 
By Ed Garland Heyward, who . returned 
Throughout the age.s, from a trip to Nicaragua in 
people, with the help of God. Novem,ber. said 98 percent of 
have fought oppression. the population there consists of. 
according to Isabel Carter poor, elderly and destitute 
Heyward. people: 
"God is the link of all this." "'The United States and the· 
Heyward said. referring to rich Latin America11s enjoy the 
people who have overcome luxuries of life due to the dead 
oppression in the past. .. People bodies of the poor." Heyward 
don't act alone." said. "Food. clothing and 
Heyward, an author and shelter are deserved bv 
theologist. spoke · Tuesday everyone. not earned. · It i·s 
evening to 50 people in · the blasphemous to say a destitute 
MU B Strafford room. Her lives on the street because he or 
speech was titled "The she deserves it." 
Liberat.ion of Theology .in Our Heyward also said the 
CountP'." U · d S ·11 h ,J mte . tatcs w1 ave to help 
Although she used historical to end oppression in Latin 
examples of oppression to America. -
illustrate her point. her speech "The have-nots. cannot 
fpcused on the suffering of the develop unless the haves 
major_ity of people in Latin compromisc,"shesaid ... But. to 
Am_~nca. . a_dmit injustice of capitalism is 
1 hese people. she said. were .· to lose out on what we have " 
small gtoups with a -common She warned however. peoJ!e 
oppression. who lived and must help themselves along 
prayed rngcther. with seeking God\ help. - . 
By Ste\'en Ciarametaro 
It\ been said that cx·pericnce 
is the best teacher: if so, several 
New Hamps'hire high school 
· students will lune the chance to 
learn about the ocean with the 
help of the UN H Sea Grant 
Marine Aqvisory Program\ . 
"FloatitH.? Lab". 
The i:·foating Lab is actually 
a 70-foot fishing vessel 
theology 
"Goel is ·the justice maker. 
but we must look to earth not 
to heaven first," Heyward said. 
L\HTE,H II.\ \'\\' .\HI) 
outfitted with various ocean 
graphic sampling equipment. 
opnated by .the Bi.II Eastman 
1-amilj out of Seabrook-
Hampton Harbor. 
The Lab is. 110.\\<ever. much 
more tJrnn just a three hour 
boat trip into the Harbor. 
The studei1l groups of 30 
spend the three hours on the 
Lab using sanipling equipment 
and making records of ocean 
salinity. water temperature. 
waves · and currents. and 
collecting live organisms to be 
observed in the ship's specimen 
tanks. according to pamp.hlcts 
tanks, according to pamphlits 
d.istributed by Marine 
Program. . 
Aftei" the boat excursion, the 
students analyze the data they 
recorded ·while on board. 
The program also offers class 
visits, a sampli.ng profile from 
the previous year's trips. slides, 
and a video tape of actual on 
boa rd expe_rienccs. 
The high school teachers are 
also required , to attend two 
workshops. one of which is 
LAB, page 22 
Phone thieves 
cost UNH $2400 
By Henry Soule 
Police do not have an" 
suspects or motives for the thet\ 
of almost two dozen telephone . 
receivers from·several residence 
halls last week. 
The equipment. which was 
stolen Tuesday night. will cost 
$2400 to replace. a~cording to 
Ted Ames. UN H Telecom-
munications Service manager. 
Ames said there is no area 
concentration· to the thefts, 
although Stoke and Hetzel 
halls have lost a relatively 
larger number of receivers than 
other buildings. Ames said. 
- Ames said he did not know 
·the exact ·number of receivers 
stolen from Stoke and Hetzel. 
The proble·m is growing. 
a·ccord ing to Ames. The 
average number of . receiyer 
t_hefts used to be a couple a 
week, but that figure has risen 
to one receiver per night_. 
Replacement cost for 
telepho~e equipment is $90 per 
hour, not including parts and 
materials, Ames sa,id. AT&T. 
which · owns the telephones, is 
responsible for replacing them. 
"It's not a laughing matter in . 
terms of safety. anp certainly 
not in terms of expense." Ames 
said. 
Although last week's theft 
was unusually large, the 
problem has been going on 
••forever." Ames said. 
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Resident Assistants obtain valuable job experience 
/ . . ; ' . 
By Residential Life 
Being a Resident Assistant 
for a Residential Assistant will 
be available this weekend 
during "interest sessions" held 
in caqipus dorms. _ 
Jodi Dionne, a second.:.year 
RA and Occupational 1herapy 
major. said the job has opened 
doors in terms of understand-
ing organizations. being able to 
read people more accurately, 
and in organizing her time. 
She _applied knowledge of 
how to plan ac'tivities in the 
residence halls to helping run a 
conference for Occupational 
Therapists. 
group and · to practice time -
management are two skills Sue 
N utbrown said she learned in 
her two years as an RA. Sue. 
who - plans to return to 
Christensen for a third year, 
• said her experiences as a 
Resident Assistant helped her 
when · interviewing for a 
summer job. 
She said the job relates to her 
professional goal of becoming 
a teacher. by giving her the 
. opportunity to do educational 
pres~ntations in the hal·ls and to 
improve her communication -
and resource skills. '"This is the 
richest college experience 
available," Nutbro'A;n said. 
A first-vear RA in Stoke -
Ray 'Duprey said. '"The RA job 
has given me an idea of what 
professionalism is." Being an 
RA complements his major in 
public relations because he has 
had to · find out what people 
want and '"sell" students on 
-p ro g r a m s a n d - a C t i \' i t i e s . 
according to'Duprey. 
Learning to negotiate in 
situations· and _ to deal - with 
different people at different 
levels were _ two other job-
related skills he gained froni the 
job. . 
· ··Tm proud to be an RA and 
a part of the ~NH orga_niza-
tion," Duprey said. 
f 
Dave Carroll. assistant 
director of Career Planning & 
Placement at UNH. who was 
once a Resident Assistant. said 
the skills learned by Resident 
A s s i s t a ·n t s a r e h i g h I y _ 
marketable. He said students · 
who are RA's improve 
1nterpersonal and counseling 
skills which are crucial to gpod 
management and teamwork. ' 
The RA job relates to 
Business in ma-ny ways. such as 
learning how to plan. schedule. 
follow procedures. and identify 
both human and administra-
tive needs. according to 
· R.A .. ·page 6 
· ( RA) has material and personal 
advantages while in college and 
it ma)'- also give those in the 
positions a competitive edge in 
the job market. According to 
an ar(icle by _ Frierman & 
Frierman in the Journal of 
College Student Personnel.· the 
roles which make up ' the 
manager's role in business 3:tre 
directly related to .what 
Resident ,Assistants do on the 
job. Being a figurehead, liaison. 
spokesperson - and negotiator 
are both cr:ucial roles · of 
managers and part of the RA 
position. Resident Assistants at 
UN H agree t~at they have 
learned or sharpened career-
related skills by being an RA. 
Applications _ for a_pplyin&_ 
"'Being a·n RA is the best 
experience I've had at this -
campus- the growth and 
finan-cial gain competes with no 
-other on cumpu'1; , •• Dionne 
said. 
The ability to _work m_ a Blood drive nets 1025 pints 
The New Hampshire (USPS 379- 0) 1s_pu? __ 1shed and distr!butcd semi~ , 
weekly throughout the academic year. Our oll1ccs are lo.cated tn Roon:i 151 ' 
of the Memorial Union Building. UNH. Dur~am. N:H. 03824. B~st~css 
)ffice hours: Monday - Friday 10 AM-2 PM .. Academic year s~bscnptt0n: 
$20.00. Third class postage paid al Durham.NH 038_24: A_dv~rttscrs should 
check their ad-s the first day. The New Hampshire will tn no case_ be 
responsible for typographical or other errors. but will reprint tha_t _part t?l __ an 
advertisement in _which a typographical error appears. 11 not1f_ted 
immediately. POSTMASTER: send- address changes to. The _New 
Hampshire, 151 M lJ 8. UN H, Dl,lrham. NH. 03824. 11.000 copies perissue 
printed by Journal Tribune. Biddeford M?ine. -
Peter C Greider 
603-431 -831 9 
' 
NH Printworlls 
Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts 
Businesses, clubs, organizations 
- Many styles available 
No order too small 
Long sleeve T-shirts 
with sleeve printing 
31 31 Layfayette Road 
Portsmouth, NH 03824 
- . -
- . - . . '_· . " - G) - .• 
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WE HAVE_ SOMETHING THAT NO OTHER RADIO 
· sTATI0N CAN OFFER, _AND THAT IS TWO HOURS 
OF NON-STOP FlJNKANo'SOUL, EVERYTHURS,~AY 
By Ray Duprey 
"You're just my t)'pe." 
· advertises a pink cardboard 
heart in the center of the 
Granite State Room. Behind it. 
two life-size stuffed wildcats 
huddle dose on an a'ntique love 
seat. It is here. in the middle of 
the room. that the two will sit 
quietly until the last day of_ this 
Valentine\ week blood dnve. 
The wildcats . are Jarry 
Stearns' idea. In fact, most of 
the wild ideas a·nd themes of the 
University_ blood drives begin 
.in her head', -
She has been the Durham 
Red Cross Blood Chairman 
since 1951 and now, 33 years 
and 76.000 pints later, she is 
still inspired. 
, The night before the blood 
drive begins, Stearns and a 
small group of volunteers are 
decorating the Granite State 
Room with . ribbons, crepe 
paper, arid hearts of all sizes. In 
less than an hour there is more 
red and pink in the room then a 
honeymoon suite in the · 
Poconos. 
Once the_ cutting. drawing 
and taping . is coinpl~ted. she 
smiles and waves go-odbye to 
the work crew as they leave the -
donors make the best lovers". 
Past themes have included 
· circuses, rainbows. fashion 
shows. and even characters 
from Charles Dickens' A 
Christmas Carol. · 
Four years ago the 
University had a production of 
"'Dracula". Stearns' theme for -
that · year was "'Love at First 
Pint". She asked the 
production director if Dra~ula 
room. and his bride could -make an -
Stearns is an olde,: woman. appearance as the main event 
with bright blue e)·es and an of the blood drive. He agreed. 
unflintching smile. Ap off- · But the two flunked their 
white blouse and tan skirt cover . blood test; he flunked his 
a body that appears too thin to hemoglobin test and she had a 
pass the standard donor weight temperature. 
test of I IO pounds. · Stearns' favorite theme was 
*** - for the bicentennial. ' 
The theme of this first blood 
drive of 1984 was '" ,Blood 
UNH's 
BLOOD. page 18 : 
I itera ry magazine _ 
AEGIS 
- NIGHT FRdM 8- 10 PM. JOIN PHILIP ANDREWS, AS 
HE PLAYS.YOUR FAVORITE.ARTISTS-LIKE MICHAEL 
JACKSON, EARTH WIND AND FIRE OR ' LIONEL 
. RITCHIE: YOU WILL ALSO GET.A-CHANCE.TO HEAR 
SOME OF THE NEW AND UP COMING ARTISTS. SO, 
· FORA REAL THURSDAY NIGHT THRILLER, TUNE.US . 
IN F-OR THE 'BEST FUNK - AND SOUL -NORTH OF . 
BOSTON, ONLY ON YOUR ALTERNATIVE MUSIC · 
. RADIO STATION 
is -now-accepting 
submissions' for' ~prin_g, 1984~, 
Please send yo'ur original · 
fiction or poetry _to Roo_m 1 ·53 
of the ·MuB before· M;a~rch_ ,1st. -
/ 
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CORRECTIONS 
The man d at in\ he a Ith 
insura nee \\ hich wa~ mention-
ed in 7he Ne1\' Ham1>shire is 
still' in the planning stages-, 
acC(lrdine to Director or UNH 
He~ilth \en ices Dr. Peter 
Patterson . The pruposai. \\ hen 
written.\\ ill he submitted to the 
Dean or Students and the rull 
hoard or trustees !'or _appr.mal~ 
It \\as ineorrectlj reported in : 
7he Nn l" HamJ>shire th~1t UN H 
men\ hocke\ team member 
.lames Richn1lrnd is sufferine 
rro"m a scparnlcu :ihouldcr und 
received a shot or cortisone 
before a ·UN H hockey game. 
Richmond i\ not suffering rrom 
a separated shoulder. 
Accordine to .the director or 
UN H ik;lth Sercies Dr. Peter 
Pa tterso11. no at hkte at lJ NH 
.it****** ******** • • • • • • ' • • . ~+· • • lt • • • Jt • • • 
.·~~ 
• • • • • • • • 
~ · . 
• • • • • • • • ___ ,,,_~ • • f .,/ "'; * * * * * * / ~ -* *.; . -..,_' 
recei\es a lcagal dosage or 
cortisone t1-c~1tmcnt from UN H 
Health Services before pla)·ing 
in a UN H sporting e~enL 
_In cffder to vote in the town 
or Durham a student docs not 
have to he a re~ident or tI-i'e' st-a tc 
or New Hampshire. according 
to · Peter Duntc, or the 
Democratic Student Or!laniza-
tion. -(he registration &adlinc" 
is I-ch. 18. lf\·ouha\efillcdout 
a rcgistratio;1 card you must 
bring your pro.of of citizenship 
to town hall hy 1-eb. 28. 
The proposed in-state tuition 
for next year will he $2080 
exluding room, board and fees, 
according to UNH interim 
· President Gordon Haaland . 
Jeremy John, a _graduate 
student from Wales, was 
misljUOted in an ·article entitled 
"Study space at a premium". 
His corrected lJU0tc reads, ''I'd 
be surprised if the average · 
student spent that much time 
(40 hour~) studying in the 
lihr..li'y." A report of study 
ha hits released h\ De~rn of 
Students Gregg s,;nhorn said 
students spend an a veragc or 40 
hours studying each week . 
· _The cc)st of living in a 
Universit\ residence hall 1s 
$1275 pc,: year. _ 
Thc,·c ·:a1 re 250 i.tud~nt..; livinb? 
in the UN H student apartment 
complex. 
Students living in residence 
h;:tlls ·. will be given second 
priority when applying· for 
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The New Hampshire's 
_ Pick up · applications in Room 108 MUB 
D~adline is TODAY · 
off ice hours from 1 0- 2 
Monday-Fr id~y 
CALENDAR 
FRIDAY, February 17 
. REVEREND JESSE JACKSON: Rev. Jackson will address the 
issues of his campaign and conclude the _Dem.ocratic Student 
Organi1ation Voter Registration drive. Granite State Ro()m, 
Mcmor i~tl Union. 1 pm. 
-US TRADE POLICY AND THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
ECONOMY: Norman Fielckc. economist and Vice President of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston. He w ill discuss how Federal trade 
policies may affect New England's regional competitive position, its 
cmployn1cnt levels. and its general economic health . Bruce Holbein. 
Manager of Govci-nmcnt Relations at Digital Equipment 
Corporation. ·:Ho\\· US trade po licies might affect the operations of 
New England-based technology company." Room~ 12, McConnell" 
Hall. 2-4 pm . · · 
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIM: Speaker: Dr Anthony Gow. 
Cold Regions Research and Experimental Lab(CRREL), Hanover. 
NH: "Petrographic examination of ice and its intcrpi-etation." 
Room _ I 19. James_ Ha ll. 3:30 pm. 
BASKETBALL: Thompson School VS Worcester i~d-lT7 -"'it Iln,t 
Lundho lm G y m. Field House, 7:30 _pm. . · ec · nst. 
HOCKEY : Men vs Boston College. Sni,·cl:: Arena. 7:30 pm. 
SlJNDA Y, February 19 
B 1\~KETl-}ALL: Mi.:11 ,:-. C't, lt=,t1t"1:. Lundhnlr11 G)m. Field Hou ,,;c; 4 
pm. 
MUSO FILM: "The Wanderers ." Strafford Room .. Mcm.orial 
· Union. 7 & 9:30 pm. $ I ad mission. · · 
FACULTY WOODWIND QUINTET RECITAL: Peggy VagtS: . 
flute: Linda Seiler. ·oboe: Da\ idc Seiler. darinet: Keith P()!k. horn: 
and Amy Rhodes. ·~assoon. Bratton -Recital Hail. Paul Arts, 8 PIIl: 
TllESDAY, Februarv 21 
WOMEN'S - STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES: · "Feminism and 
Nonvi.olcnce: Women in the Peace MO\cmcnt." ~1 pa-nel discussion. 
coord inated by - Deidre Blair. H illsborough 1 Sullivan Rooh1 . 
Memorial Union . 12:30-2 pm . · · · · . 
BASKETBALL: Wonicn vs --Conncticut. · Lirndholm Grn1 .' held 
House. 7 pm. · 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH: Minorit\ Awareness Con1mittcc 
Meeting. GraftonRoom. Mertrnrial Un1t;n, 7-8 pm. -
HOCKEY: Men ,s Hanard. Sni\·ely Arena, 7:JO pm . 
FACU I.TY R ECIT/\ L: N ieholas Orc)\,ich. trombone and 
cuphonit1m and Ruth Edwiirds. p iano. Bratton Recital Hall. Pa ·u1 
Arts. 8 pm . 
.· WEDNESDAY, February 22 
SUM M.ER JOB FAIR: Chance for studc1:us to talk with employers 
·. from various businesses. resorts. rcstauranfs. camps and rccrcati6n 
· and parks departments about summer jobs. Granite State Room,· 
Mcm~frial Union, 10 am-4 pm . 
PROGRAM FOR INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES: "Multi-
Cultural Societies and P<) litical Stabilit~: Arc There Lessons From 
. Switzerland?." Professor Jue1:g Steiner_ Department of Polit1cal 
-_ -~c!cp~e~ l.Jni,vcrsi_tJ of North_ Cfu:olina. ~Bdl<,nap Rpgm. _M~n10-rial _ 
1" •. - •• •••• -l. . ~ •" • :ti" :""- • • ~ :! . . ,. A - ~ ·: •. -~ - =' 'I .. .. • ~- ,i'.4, : 
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NOTICES 
ACADEMIC 
!'\ATIONAL FEED INGREDIENTS 
ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP: Accepting 
scholarship applications from all graduate and 
- undergraduate students who have demon~trated 
initiative and leadership in scholastic and 
extracurricular activities, and who have a sincere 
commitment · to a career in agribusiness. 
Applicat_ions available in Dean's Office, Life 
Scirnn:s & Agriculture. 201 Taylor Hall. Deadline 
for completed applications is March 15. 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATI_ON 
YOUTH SWIM PROGRAM INSTRUCTORS 
NEEDED: Department of Recreational Sports is 
hirinl-!. instr'uctors. Pay rate at lc;:ast $3.75 ncr hour. 
Must ha , e current certification in a Reg Cross 
Water Sakty Instructor's Program and be 
arnilablc seven consecutive Saturday mornings· 
after spring break from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
-t\ppliL'<1tio11:-5 ctv"ttilablc in Roo m 151. R e creational 
Spons Department. Field House. Call 862 -2031 
for more information . · 
MEN'S INTRAMURAL WRESTLrNG 
CHAMPIONSHIPS: Sponsored hy Department 
of Recreational Sports. Wednesday, February 22, 
Gym, Field House, 6:30 p.m. \.\:eigh in scssiHn on 
Tuesday, Fcbr.uary 21, Wrestling Room, Field 
House, 6:30 to 7:}0 p.m. I-or more information call 
Recreational Spons, 862-2031. Room 15 I. Field 
H ousc. 
INDOOR SOCCER TOURNAMENT: 
Sponsored by recreational sports. Men's and 
women's tournaments open to all UN H full-time 
undergraduates. Entries accepted after 9 a.m. 
Tuesday, February 14 in Room I 5 I, Field House . 
Call 862-2031 for moi e information . Tournament 
to be held March 2, 3 and 4. 
YOUTH SWIM PROGRAM: Sponsored by 
Recreational Sports . Saturdays, March 24 to May 
5. Highly organized swim instruction program 
offer:ed to children of the Universit• · communitv 
and neighboring communities. Cla~s~s restricted i~ 
size. Registration.~~Friday, March 12- 16 
in Room 151. Field House, 9 a.m. to4 p.m. on first -
C(lme, first-served basis. Call 862-2031 for more 
information. 
CAREER 
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by 
Career Planning ar.d Placement. For students who 
find it difficult to schedule regular appointments .· 
Monday. Fcbru_ary 20, Balcony Table, I :30 to 3:30 
p.m. 
SUMMER JOB FAIR: Sponsor·ed by Career 
Planning and Placement. Chance for students to 
talk with employers from various businesses, 
resorts, restaurants, camps, and recreation and 
parks departments about many kinds of summer 
jobs. Wednesday, February 22, Granite State 
Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
SOUTH AMERICAN HAND MADE 
GARMENTS SALE: Sponsored by International 
Alliance. Ponchos, sweaters, leg war'mers, 
tapestries, and more. Friday, February 17 and 
Monday, February 20, table outside Strafford 
Room, MU B. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. _ 
FREE TRIP TO JACKSON, NH: Sponsored by 
New Hampshire Outing Club. A clean-up trip to 
help get Jackson cabin in orde·r. Cross country 
skiing and snowshoeing. Depart Friday, February 
17, Room 129, Memorial Union, 5:30 p.m. Return 
Sunday, February 19 . 
WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING: To elect new 
officers and organi;,e committees for spring 
activities: Education program, game dinner, and 
wildlife conclave. Mond-ay , February 20, Room 
104, Pettee Hall, 6:30 p.m. 
UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: 
Tuesday, . February 21. Room 212, Kendall, 7 p.m. 
UNH . LESBIAN COLLECTIVE MEfTll\(i: 1 
General ; Informational. Tucs<l.1 ; . February 21. 
Rockingham Room. Memorial Union. 7 p.m. 
SENIOR · SOCIAi. COMMllTEE ORCiANI -
ZATIONAI. MEETING: Help plan and 
coordinate senior social functions this semester. 
Senior ball, picnic. booze cruise. etc. Wedncsda:_-, 
February 22. Carroll Room, Memorial Union, 6 
p.m. 
NEW TESTAMEN-T CHRISTIAN FELLOW-
SHIP MEETING: Worship and teaching, 
centered on the Lor-d Jesus Christ. Wcdnesd,,iys, 
1-ebruar> 22. Forum Room,.Library. 7:30 to 9 p.m. 
S PAN I S H CL U B O R G-A N I Z AT ION A L 
MEETING: New club . Wednesday. February 22, 
Lounge. Smith Hall, 8 p.m. _ 
SEMINAR ON "REALITY 01- OPl'RESSIOi, 
IN THE WORI.D": Sponsored by UNH Catholic 
Student Center. Seminar by three Maryknoll 
Missionary Sisters. One sister is just back from 
Guatamal. The) will share personal stories. use 
multi-media. discussion. simulation, perception 
<..'.-..:crciscs to ln•lp p 1.•o plc undcn.;t:1nd th •• 
experiences of people around the world. Saturda:, . 
1-ebr'uary 25. Catholic Student Center. 9:30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. Admission is $3 . Open to the public. 
HEALTH 
NUTRITIONAL COUNSELING: Sponsored b) 
Health Services . Sylvia Marple wi•11 be arnilablc on 
Thursdays, 9 to 11 a.m. for one e,m one for 
nutritional counseling. For appointment, call 862-
1530. 
HEAL.TH SERVICES STUDENT CONSUMER 
BOARD MEETING: Sponsored by Health 
Services. Monday, February 20, . Conference 
·Room, Hood House, 10 a .m. · 
SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF ALCOHOLICS 
SUPPORT GROUP: Sponsored by Health 
Services. Group meets on a weekly basis . Monday. 
February 20, Underwood House, 3:30 to 5 p.m. 
BACK SCHOOL: Sponsored by Health Services. 
School is designed to educate persons with acute or 
chronic back problems to "take care of their backs" 
and prevent recurrent back injuries. -' Starting 
Tuesday, Fcbruary-21 to February 24, Conference 
Room, Hood House, 3 to 4 p.m. 
LIQUOR AND YOUR LOVE LIFE: Sponsored 
by Health EdtJcation Center. Have you cvci' 
wondered if' ii 's easier for you to sfrike up a 
conversation after a drink or two'! Or docs alcohol 
influence :,'o.ur,decisions on inti[lrncy and sex? This 
workshop will provide participants with · the 
opportunity to explore their values regarding 
alcohol and sexuality and discuss what has 
influenced those values. Tuesday. February 21, 
Marston House, 7:30 p.m. 
CONTRACEPTION-CHOICES NOT HOPE: 
Sponsored b_y Health Education Center. 
Workshops presents fact -ors that affect 
contraception - choice: types or contraception 
available and communication and responsibility in · 
relationships. Tuesday, February 21. 8th floor, 
Christensen. 9:30 p.rri. 
GENERAL 
UNIVERSITY LOST AND FOUND: Sponsored 
by Office of Student Activities. The Universtiy 
Lost and Found is located at the University 
Information Center in the Memorial Union. All 
found items can be sent to the Center. All items are 
kept for at least 30 days. If you have lost -
something, stop by the Center to sec if it has been 
turned in. · 
RECEPTION .· SERIES: Sponsored by 
Nontraditional Student Center. An opportun i'ty to 
meet - representatives f!·om departments and 
programs within the University Community 
· Career Planning and Placement, David Carroll: 
TASK, Dani Dube: and Women Stu.dies, Cathryn 
Adamsky. Thursday. February 23. U ndcrwood 
House, 4 to 6 p.m. -' 
Are you interested 1n helping . 
--R.A. 
UNH recycle its resources? 
f ittt, Ol-ft more abol-f t ... 
at bur meeting 
Feb. 21, 6:30 p-m 




"Companies and industries 
are ven· aware of the Resident 
Assista;H position," he said but 
warned students must spell out 
the position since colleges use 
different titles for the same · 
position. 
. Applications. for Resident 
Assistan't positions will be 
taken at interest sessions which 
will take place Sunday Feb. 19 
in J .essie Doe Lounge.Feb. 20 
in Devine Main Loun_ge, and 
Tuesday, Feb. 21 in Hubbard 
Lounge. All sessions will begin 
at 7 p.m. and applications are 
only available to those who 
attend o'ne of the sessions. 
-----PRESS--------
( continued from pagr I) 
Student Senate can decide 
whether or no·t a SAFC-funded 
publication · can endorse: a · 
political candidate. ' 
Fauske said, "I firmly believe 
that both we and The Nevt· 
Hampshire should .be allowed 
. to endorcse-~ a_candidate.·" 
Gregg Sanborn. · tJ-ea-n --~,.Q[ 
student affairs said it was a 
newspaper\ choice to endorse 
a candidate. 
"The editorial perogative of 
a newspaper exists for issues 
such as this as well.as day to day 
matters," Sanborn said. 
S A F C fo rm e d .a_ fo u r 
n-iember ad hoc committee at 
tl:1eir Feb. 14 . meeting · to 
c.xannn e the i s sue. Rock 
recommended at that meeting 
that the Acl\ivcare be shut dcnvn 
while the committee investigat-
ed,. However the cou nci I 
opposed this proposition and 
"eventually Rock supported the 
forming of the ad hoc 
committee. 
The by-law was created last 
semester when the Democrat1c 
Student Organization applied 
MEN'S NIGHT 
Every Monday 




DrJ.nks half price 
' for ladies 
lor l'unding to sponsor Jesse 
.Jackson's visit to the 
U niversit,. The DSO was 
denied fu-nding for the project. 
. In a similar case · at the 
University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. a student took the 
university- to court for 
s-11pporting a student publica-
tion which sp,oused-opinions in 
opposition to his own. He lost 
the case on the grounds that a 
university sponsored news-
paper is independant. The 
Supreme Court refused to hear 
an .appeal. 
Abi::i:}ms said his organiza-
tion would enter the argument 
on the side of The Commwer 
. .4d,.oc£1JP if th e problem is not 
amicably resolved. 
''I- think it's good that we 
· add1:e~scd it , " said ·. Roy 
Lenar<;ison, student body vice 
president. 
Le-nardson said he favored 
ammehding t_he by-law ·to treat 
student publications as an . 
exception to the rule. 
· The ad hoc committee is 
expect.ed to report to_.SAFC at 
their meeting Tuesday. 




ot ltl'l new e~ cctntczr 
· Jttoffotd ovent.HZ, durhom, n.h. ce.o3J su-n1s 
VISA® and MasterCard® Credit Cards Now Available 
to Students through TlmESRVER®'i BankActlon Program! 
No Minimum income or Job Requirements. 
Savings account and fees required. Mail this coupon for complete 
. information. 
Send to : Timesaver Headquarters Building / 
Student Dept / 12276 Wilkins Avenue / Rockville , MD 20852 
Name 
Address 
CX) C_l....;.ty ________ s_ta_te ________ Z ___ IP_......., __ _ 
0 Phone ( 
School Attending 
"'t Status: Fr □ Soph □ Jr □ Sr □ Grad □ 
~ There's Never Been a Better Time to Get VISA® and 
o -MasterCard® Credit Cards! Apply Today! 
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Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer 
· commissioning program. You .could start planning on a career like the · 
■ You can take free civilian flying lessons · 
■ You're commissioned upon graduation 
men in this ad have. And also have some great adwntages like: 
■ · Earning $100 a month during the school year _ . 
■ As a freshman or sophomore, you could complete your basic 
H you're loo~g to move up quickly, ~ook into the Marine Corps. 
lllldergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off 
making more than $17,000 a year -
training during two six-week summer ....-----· -----------------
sessions and;earn m9re than$1100 I •:z - t ~ . · . · 
~~=:re tlian $1CXX) dur- rran ,v move 
ingoneten-weeksummerses.5ioil . • .f,,J ,} 
· 11111m11111111mmm11111111m1111 up qwcALy •. ·· 
Maybe you can be one_ of us~ · 
~~~ 
Call Capt flynn collect at 60J·688·08JO -==-
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-----~---~------HAR·T·-- -----------------
( continued from page I) 
'14 ' 
·:. President's - National Security several . issues, sayir1g, "The Committee funds because I can administration. Fo~ -if'we . e_xcrnptions or defeqals," Hart 
Advisor, . the . heads .. of the same I President who talks . believe than.he best presiden·cy simply replace this adrninistra :. said ', explaining that the draft 
Veterans Administratio-n: the . constantly about we Ha re that, money can buy -isthe·worst ·tion with a new regime during the . Vietnam Wa.r was 
Environmental Prd·tecr-ion· • ~cheats,. lets his own officials presidency that' this country . committed· to · the tired d·isproportionately unfa ir 'to 
Agency and . the · Deputy manj_pulate the tax'laws to their can haye,_" .}:lai·f said, drawing Democratic :· solutions of the the poor and minorities. 
Secretary of Defense. . advantage . The same president' . applause from the crowd. .. , past, we . wi l l ~-irnpr)" ·. 9e . He ½aLlegfor the freezing: of 
"I don't believe the President · who denies ·· there are anv . Singfr ··- Gai.:,oJe King also repeating the · cycle that - has plu_tonium production because, 
is dishonest.. . l believe he just starving American children o_,r . s0 p9~e;-;- :endorsing-,.,. J:!art, para lyzed the ;nation for -t_lie- 'The . ··tJ .S. has -more than 
does no't care," Hart said, adults opens h_is arms· to the . reaffirming his' lack of ties··Lo- ·~I3n,1;t t~o decaties-," _he -said, : enough' pltitoni'u-m"·'to build all 
accusing. Reagan of being an spe_c\al)n~~rests bargaining fo~ special interests. again drawing applause . .the nt.1ckar: we<:1pons it needs . 
advocate for the rich and special favcfrs: · · . - "I want to be a President who " While complaining aboHt the ·. The~'.{ h@c.Sa.id.~to go about 
powerful. "I art1 the first candidate to represents only one interest~- "pervasive cynicism and reducing _: pr.ocfuction of st.ich 
He attacked Reaga,n on rej~ct Political, Action representingallofthe-peoplein corruption" of the "failed weapons is to deny .the use of 
~~~~~=~~rr:,~~~~~~~~~,sr.:;:~~~::;;::~:;::;:::;::::;, the best possi~le way for ~his politics of the past," he ~,r,ew on pl~toniu_rn with , an agreement 
~ counti-)'," Hart said. . images.of John F. Kennedy and between al1 countries with· 
. Har~ says he is pan of a new the future to project his ·nuclear capa bi Ii ties . . . 
t-...., ___ ......, __ ~~,i,,.,;;.,_,.......__._..:..&.a.;.; ...... ...&.1~..;..;.;,;~:;,;;...;,...;..;J.L,;..J generatio1i' 6f leader~hip . . He candidacy of ."innovation_." As President. Hart said he 
not on.ly _spoke fon:efull y Hart said h_e would .support a would - offer. ·the Soiiiets a 
agai'nst\he Reagan Ad minis- draft (he°'caJled it.a nationa-1 or proposal ..:: that in ret_urn · for 
tration, · but , _criticized universal se,:vice) only .if .it . reduction of SS-20 missiles in 
Democratic programs qf the· in.eluded evc,yone, allowed for Eastern Europe, the Un_ited 
past. . . . , . . people to serve limited time, States will re.move Pe.n,hi,ng . II 
,•For a .Fine 
.Break/ ast Buffef 
"Our prohlt>·m tc,day - iJ.; no't ,rnd there \'\"US u non-military ·. and reduce the ground launch 
sirriply · ridding ourselves of a · option. c'ruise · rniss-iles in Europ·e. He 
corrupt and cynical Republi- ''The ke.y to _ it _ is. no said he wouJd negotiate a..zero 
All you can eat 
. ·sat. & Sun.: 9:00-1:00 
Saturday .$3~ 95 
Sunday .$4.50 
. Low·er Square Downtown Dover 
·-"~ " ;:}::;':749-3636 
· CUSTOMER QUESTION #12 · 
\:\7hat is HE,NNA, and what does it do? 
ANSWER: Henna is a vegetable dye obtainedfrom th~ju,ce of the 
henna plant which is grown mostly in the Far East. In Cleopatra's 
. day they used thi-s dye ·not only for their' hair but also for dyeing 
· cloth. Today Henna is available in many colors ranging from 
· clear to _black. It is us.ed to enhance, highlight and condition the 
hair by coq.ting -the ~air shaft: _not penetrating it .. 
35 Main St. 
Durham, ·N~H. 
PHONE 868-7051.- · ON 
.. . ./' . . 
ONLY TWO DAYS LEFT! 
REGISTER TO VO.TE 
option ·that- will :eliminate all 
_ nuclear' weapons f oi :Europe, 
and the r.est ·of the otners. ' 
~- I believe' the Soviet union 
will be hack at the bargaining 
table when they have an 
administration that is serious 
about arms control. .. The . 
Soviets haven't given up on 
arms control. the -Soviets have 
given up · on the .-Reagan 





1 in New Hampshire's First in the Nation Primary! 
Any student living in a dotm, apartment .or house in Durham ·who will beat least 18 
by February 28, has the ' right to register to vote in ·Durham .. Y 01.1 do-not have to be 
a N.H. resident nor do you have to pay a Durham resident tax or any other fee. 
HOW TO REGISTER IN DURHAM if you can't get your birth certificate or passport (.Proof of-
U.S . citizenship): . . . 
l) Fill out a "Voter Registration Release Form" which allows DSO to o_btain . your proof of 
U.S. citizenship from your UNH application . . 
_2) Then fill out a voter registration card at the Durham Town Offices (no identificatton necessary if 
you fill out a "Voter Re·gistration Release F~rm ." . · · · 
HOW TO· REGISTER IN DURHAM it"you have proof of U.S. citizenship: . 
1) Bring your Proof of Citizenship to the Durham Town Offices and they will provide you with a -
voter registration card to fill out. 
rhe supervisors of the Durharn check list will be-at the town offices for a 
SPECIAL SESSION on SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18, from 2:00 to 6:00 p.m . . Your 
voter registration card must be filled out at the Town_ Hall by Feb. 1. 8 The deadline for 
proof of citizenship is Feb. 28 . . 
"Vo.ter Registr~tiori Release Forms" and information on .how to register in other towns is _ 
available .at the Student Senate office in the MUB. 
DEM0CR'ATIC STUDJINT ORGANIZATION 
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Your best chance all year to save on 
Tweeter's top-quality home stereo, 
car stereo and video com·ponents. 
MAXELL ON SALE! 
Maxell UDXL II C-90 cassettes. 
· Two for $4.99 
Maxell UDXL II "S" C-90 cassettes. 
$3.49ea 
YAMAHA ON SALE! 
Yamaha P-200 semi-automatic turntable 
with "optimum resonance" tonearm. 
Nationally Sold For $150 $99 
Yamaha K-200A cassette deck with 
Dolby® noise reductiori, soft-touch controls. 
Nationally Sold For $240 $179 
Yamaha K-300 two-motor cassette 
deck with Dolby B&C NR. Nationally Sold 
For$249 $229 
Yamaha K-500 two-motor cassette 
deck with Dolby B&C NR. Nationally Sold . 
For$299 $269 
Yamaha R-30 AM/FM stereo receiver with 
push-button auto-search tuning, 25 watts 
per channel (0.015% distortion). Nationally 
Sold For $275 $219 
Yamaha R-50 AM/FM stereo receiver with 
push-button auto-search tuning, 35 watts 
per channel (0.015% distortion). Nationally 
Sold For $335 . · $299 
Yamaha R-70 AM/FM stereo receiver 
with digital push-button tuning, Yamaha 
spatial expansion circuit, 45 watts per chan-
nel (0.015% distortion). Nationally Sold 
For $465 . $399 
Yamaha R-90 AM/FM stereo receiver with 
digital push-button-tuning, Yamaha spatial 
expansion circuit, 70 watts per channel 
(0.01% distortion). Nationally Sold For $595 
$539 
ADS ON SALE! 
ADS 470V two-way bookshelf speakers, 
walnut-vinyl cabinet. Nationally Sold . 
For $149.50 ea . · $134 ea 
ADS 780W three-way bookshelf speakers, 
walnut cabinet. Nationally Sold For . 
$319.50 ea $279 
ADS L~ltwo-way bookshelf speakers, 
black vinyl. Reg. $200 ea . $149 
KENWOOD ON SALE! 
Kenwood KX-31 cassette deck with soft-
touch controls, Dolby NR. Nationally Sold 
~~w ~~ 
Kenwood KR-920 AM/FM stereo receiver, 
50 watts RMS per channel (0,05% distor-
tion). Nationally Sold For $260 $209 
SYSTEM BUY OF THE 
DECADE! . 
In 10 years of business, we've never offered 
a better stereo for the money: Kenwood 
KA-31 amplifier, 30 watts RMS per channel, 
Kenwood KT-31 matching AM/FM stereo 
tuner, Kenwood KD-21R semi-automatic 
turntablf;l with cartridge, Kenwood three-
way floor-standing speakers -
ONLY$399 
BOSE ON SALE! 
Bose 301 direct-reflecting two-way book-
shelf speakers. Nationally Sold For 
$390 pr $288 
Bose 601 direct-reflecting floor-standing 
speakers. Nationally Sold For $944 pr $699 
Bose 901 Series V direct-reflecting 
speakers with equalizer - "the original'.' 
Nationally Sold For $1,375 pr $999 
NAKAMICHI ON.SALE! . 
Nakamichi BX-1_RJ:Qf(;l~sional-quality 
cassette deck with Dolby-NR.Wbile 
they last. ---- $279 
Nakamichi BX-2 professional-quality ··-
cassette deck with Dolby B&C NR. While 
they last. $399 
Nakamichi B~-150 professional-
quality cassette deck with Dolby B&C NR, 
fader. New. _ $479 · 
Nakamichi RX-202 cassette deck with 
Dolby· B&C NR, robot-auto-reverse mecha-
nism. New. $629 
Nakamichi RX-303 cassette deck- like 
RX-202 but with advanced "diffused reso-
nance" transport. New. $879 
SNELL ON SALE! 
Snell Type J top-quality two-way 
speakers. $249 ea 
Snell Type E top-quality two~way 
speakers. $349 ea 
CARVER ON SALE! 
Carver AM/FM stereo receiver with super 
digital tuner, 130 watts per channel -
awesome. · $659 
Carver M-20QT/C-2 preamp/power amp 
combo - 200 watts per channel. · $639 
Carver C-9 sonic holography generator -
adds on to your current system. $199 
BOSTON ACOUSTICS -
ON SALE! 
Boston Acoustics A40 two-way acoustic 
suspension bookshelf speakers. Nationally 
Sold For $75 ea $68 
Boston Acoustics A60 two-way 5.;oustic 
suspension bookshelf speakers. Nationally 
Sold For $100 ea $89 
Boston Acoustics A70 two-way acoustic 
su·spensiori speakers - a Tweeter "best 
bu·y'.' Nationally Sold For $140 ea $124 
Boston Acoustics A100 II two-way 
floor-standing speakers. Nationally Sold 
For $195 ea $169 
CAR STEREO ON SALE! 
Alpine 7150 AM/FM stereo cassette player 
with auto-reverse. $149 
Alpine 7162 digital AM/FM stereo cassette 
player with auto-reverse. $239 
Alpine 7152 AM/FM stereo cassette player 
with Dolby B&C NR. $249 
Alpine 7263 digital AM/FM stereo cassette 
player with 32-watt amp. $289 
Alpine 7136 AM/FM stereo cassette player 
with digital tuning, "lite touch" control key-
board, Dolby-NR. $319 
Alpine 3006 36-wat1 car power amp. $59 
Alpine 3023 36-watt amp/7-band equalizer 
combo. - $129 
ALL ALPINE CAR SPEAKERS 20% OFF 
Kenwood KRC-2100 AM/FM stereo · 
cassette player with push-button tuninQ, 
ANRCII NR. Nationally Sold For $259 $169 
;(~nwood KRC-3100 AM/FM stereo cas0 
sette player with digital push-button tuning, 
seek, ANRC II NR. Nationally Sold 
For $299 , $239 
Proton 202A AM/FM stereo cassette 
player with Schotz .tuner., Dolby NR. $199 
Proton 222 44-watt car power amp. $119 
ALL PIONEER CAR SPEAKERS -
25%OFF . 
ADS 300i two-way flush-mount speaket:§ .. 
Nationally Sold For $134.50 ea $109 ea 
ADS P-80 40-watt-per-channel car power "'-
amp. Nationally Sold For $259 - $229 
ADS P-120 60-watt-per-channel car power 
amp. Nationally Sold For $329 $289 
BANG & OLUFSEN ON SALE! 
B&O 1800 "no-knobs, one-touch" turnta-
ble with B&O MMC-5 cartridge. Excellent 
suspension system. $249 
B&O TX tangentially-tracking computer-
controlled turntable with B&O MMC-4 
cartridge. $495 
BANG & OLUFSEN SYSTEM: B&O 
2000 AM/fM stereo receiver, B&O 2000 
turntable with 8&0 cartridge-, B&O 2000 
stereo cassette deck with Dolby NR, B&O 
S-45 two-way speakers. Nationally Sold For 
$1,740 - $1,495 
DENON ON SALE! 
Denon DP~15F semi-automatic turntable 
. with electronically controlled "servo tracer" 
tonearm. Nationally Sold For $199 -$179-
Denon DRA-300 AM/FM stereo receiver 
with digital push-button tuning, class ''A" 
amplifier, 33 watts RMS per channel (0.05% 
distortion). Nationally Sold For $299 $249 
Denon DRA-400 AM/FM stereo receiver 
with digital push-button tuning, class "A" 
amplifier, 45 watts RMS per channel (0.02% 
distortion). Nationally Sold For$399 · $339 
Denon _DRA-700AM/FM stereo receiver 
with digital push-button tuning, moving coil 
carJridge input, 60 watts RMS per channel 
(0.015% distortion). Nationally Sold 
For $549 $459 
This F~iday Night 
at .the M 'UB 
VIDEO ON SALE! 
Maxell T-120 (VHS) or L750 (Beta) video-
-cassettes. $7:99 
Maxell high grade T-120 or L750 vid-
eocassettes. · $9.99 
NEC VC-737E front-loading Beta-style 
video recorder features five-hour record 
time, programmability, remote control. 
- $429 
NEC 738E Beta-style video recorder, sim- · 
ilar to 737E but with four-head recording 
system for superb special effects. $569 
NEC 739E "beta hi fi" video recorder with 
superb sound systems, many features. 
, $1,149 
NEC 19O119-inch* color monitor with 
built-in stereo, remote control. $649 
NEC 2501 25-inch* color monitor with 
built-in stereo, remote control. $769 
NEC PJ4000 one-piece rear-projection 
television with 40-inch* screen. $2,495 
Proton 61919-inch* color monitor with . 
built-in tuner, preamp, sound system. $749 
Proton 600t/600M 19-inch* color mon-
itor/tuner combination - the best. $995 
Kenwood KV-903 VHS-style video 
recorder with four-head recording system. 
many features. $629 
Kenwood KV-905 VHS~style video 
recorder, similar to KV-903 but with Dolby _ 
stereo sound. -. $799 
*Measured diagonally. 
weeter 
The Land of the Chosen Few ef CI 
520 Amherst St., Nashua 880-7300' 
Mall of New Hampshire; Manchester 627-4600 
Fox Run Mall, Newington 431-9700 
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Campus Game Center 
/ ·Main Street Durham 
r----------------. 
I SATURDAY I 
I 2 FREE GAMES I 
I Valid ,only from I 
·1 · n a m-s rm . I 
L-------~----~--J 
®. . Don.'t_forget, Ladies. ·f)II.. · ·. f/ .. ·Wednesday is ·your day at ·,, . · • · C~m_pus Game Center _ 
,Oh-e fr~e~gar:ne anytime during the day. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -: . · . - · :~ENERGY-
· •• . b b • ( continued from pa~c 3) _ I mu .. p u . ! occurring,wherithc\'llhappen, . 
• • and . the effects we'll · have to 
: nresents : deal with, will be released," 
• ~ • Tremain said. · 
: -t ~. S . : · Spring will also .bring other 
: J : construction p-rojects, 
• <\ • D · Ch • according to · John s~1nders . 
. • Y QVe QSe : director of Plant Maintenance • • • • • , , . and Engmeermg. · : n : ,, Digging trenches for heating 
• : mains _ "will. be nothin_g 
: Je•·f.f Lon· g· • . compared to ·the holes we'll 
• · JJ · · · .: make for the new phone lines." 
: • · said Sanders. · -
: : ·.·We're goingw tel) Ma Bell 
• --- ·. • to take her ·· phones and lea\·e : ~-a;::::---"'; : the campus," Sanders said. He . 
• ,,,.,"~- : said the Telecommunic-ati~ns 
: V · y y • M o.d e rn i z a t ion Pro gr a m. : E ER · · SUND A : headed by Ted Arties. manager , 
• • of Telecommunications at 
: . .· · : UNH. wiH, b_c qesigned _to . 
: Doors open at 8:00 .P-~-, UNH/10 require_d · .: rcpla~~:- the , recent]~/ sp.Iit-up . 
• - , . - . . . .· . ·• Bell sJs.tem. . . . . . 
••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••• Sanders· said if the :, UN H 
Boa'rd · or_•''.Tn1stec~ '.aRpr<,)VC 
. funding . for this- p1;9ject. _Jhe 
s:,stem cd11ld be in <fpe,:ation 1'n 
pnc year. 
, Before We Put You In Charge Of The World's · 
'Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment, 
The new phone s)'stem will -
_cost $3 . million according Jo 
· Ames·. . 
Along with the ·heating ·-
.· project and, possibly~ the ·-
phone lines, ·· old sewer mains ;, 
near M:ill Road will be 
replaced. .- · ··.· . 'We Put You Tlirough TheWOl.'ld's 
· •·· Most Sophisticated Nuclear Training. 
,/4'~; ••l!!!~r,--, . 
It takes more than 16 
months of ·intensive 
trai~ing to become . a 
fully qualified officer in 
the Nuclear Navy. You · 
begin with four month& 
of leadership training. 
Then ~s a Navy officer 
you get a full year of • ·
graduate-level training 
, that most of the men 
who operate the, 
reactors in priv~te 
industry started in. the 
Nuclear Navy~)- · 
It fakes more tiine 
. and mo.re effort to 
· become an officer in the 
Nuclear Navy. But the 
rewards are greater, too. 
unavailable anywhere else at any price. The rewards can begin_ as early as 
Navy training-is based on more than 
1900 reactor-years of experience. ij,ight. 
now the Navy operates over half the · 
nuclear reactors in America. And the· 
Navy's nuclear equipment is the most 
.. your junior year in college. Qualify,. and / 
the Navy will pay you approximately 
$1000/month whil~ you finish school. 
. sophisticated iri the world. That's why 
your Navy training is and must be the 
· most .sophisticated in the world. 
. After four years, with regular 
promotions arid salary increases, you ·can 
be earning as "much as $40,500. That's on 
As an officer in the Nuclear Navy, 
you have decision'."making authority 
immediately. You get important manage-
ment responsibility · 
· top of a benefits package that includes 
medical and dental care, and 30 days' 
vacation earned ·every year . . More 
responsibility, more money, more future. 
So, if you're majoring in math, 
fast. Because in the r' ;:-v~~;;u■;;;T;- - · - -- -;; ;; 7 · 
I. INFORMATION CENTER . I Navy; ·as your knowl- P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015 
edge grows, so does I D Please send me more information about I 
youz: responsibility. I becominganofficerintheNuclearNavy. (0N) I 
Your training and I Nam . First . (Please Print) Last - , 
experience place you Ad<lress _______ .,,,pt. ~--
among the country's I City ______ St at,c.-___ Zip_ I 
i;nost qualified prof es- : I , Age _ __ tCollege/University_ ~ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ I 
. l ( N . 
1 
=!=Year in Colleg ♦GP._ · , s10na s.. o surprise 
•Major/Mino~-- -------
1 Phone Number • I 
(Area Code) Best Time to Call 
I This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to I furnish any of the information requested. Of course. the more we 
L 
know, the more we can help to determine the kinds of Navy posi- J 
tions for which you qualify. . -----------
engineering or the 
physical sciences, and 
you want to know more 
· about a future in 
. nuclear power, fill in-. 
the coupon. 
. Today's Nuclear 
Navy is an opportunity 
like no other in the 
world. 
Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast. .. 
' Tremain said · the present 
sewer line is "fairly aged and 
too small" to service the 
-increased deri1ands of the 
·proposed new _· $15,000,000 
Science Technical building: 
"We don't know what the 
cost will be for the sewer . 
··pToject because it hasn't gone . 
out to bid, yet."Tremain•said. _ 
Conant Hall will also be ~ 
renova·ted in late .Ma,, ()r earlv 
June. according to ·s~nders. ,.I 
· The $ ! .4 million project will 
aJmost completely gut the 
interior· of the building. The 
addition of a third floor will 
i n Crease fl 00 J;,'Jfls,JY'a"c ·e•~,,Pd'l'l d 
modernize . the out moded 
facilities , available in the 90-
year old building. The outside 
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-----SIMIC 
· ( continued from page I) 
"Auster.ities," was published in Moqroe Poetry Award. He has 
1982. also been nominated for the 
He has received numerous · National · Book Award. 
awards for his works including Simic said he plans_to use his 
the Edgar Allen Poe Award, spare time to read philosophy, 
the P.E.N. Translation Prize, a mythology, and anthropology. 
Guggenhei·m Foundation He also said hewantstowritea 




5c\' Main,\! . 
I >urlw111 
U/> 1he swin he111·t'l'll 
( 'lassie ( ·une S Ned ( ·mpel 
/lours: M• J.i • F 9-n 




Graphic Design · 
. • N.nll/l/('.\ 
• Rt'/>< Ir/.\ 
-------SCO-RPIO'S---------
< continued from page 3) 
Stoke,:-' Murphy said. 
However, both say many 
people don't come to the store 
because they think it is too far 
away. 
"For Stoke we're closer than 
Pettee Brook, Jodi's or Shop' n 
Save," Murphy said. Murphy 
said that the streets in his area· 
are well-lit and that they have 
their own parking lot. 
·-
"On Thursday through 
Saturday nights the Pettee 
Brook lot is crowded and you 
can't geJ Ofl Main Street," 
Murphy said. 
Scorpio's Pub was converted 
to Scorpio's Provisions when 
the pub began to lose business, 
accordi.ng to Murphy. He 
added he helped to build the . 
place the store is now located. 
Both Murphy and Sumner · 
. are friendly men who look as if 
they'd be comfortable in front 
of a football game with a six-
pack of beer in hand. They 
generate a friendly atmosphere 
that was evident by the people · 
who hung around . and joked 
with the two. 
. "We treat our customers 
right," Sumner said with a 
wink. 
muso FILM . SERIES PRESENTS ••• 
Sunday,. February 19th 
Strafford Room 
In the MUB . 
Shows at 7:00 & 9:30 
.Admission: $1 :00 · 
The wanderers 
Impressionistic look at Bronx-Italian high school life in 1963 isn't 
always consistent in tone, but there are dozens of priveleged mciments. 
Definite cult potential and the baldies are great! · 
(:,mdidalt'~ mu~l allt•rnl a1n of llw~t~ irilt'rt•~I ~•·~~1011~ 
for applit'alio11~ and i11for11_1atio11: 
Sunc/ay,_ Ft.'/)! uary 7 9 J/3.'> S it;' Doe Lounye 700 p .,n 
Mo!)(/ay, F d>ruary 20 Devil)t.' Mail) Lowiye 700 pm 
7 ue . ..,dn y. Ft.>hr u,11 y 2 7 Huhf>arcl Lounge 700 p .m . 
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Editorial 
Hours in the library 
It's Saturday night. You have a big exam on 
. Monday. Ev~ryone in your dorm i-s playing · 
their stereo foudly and the screaming in the 
hallways is killing your study atteml?t. 
advantage of the change m hours whi-ch we 
demanded. 
Saturday night but as Mr~ Watso11 said, it is 
impo_rtant that the students are aware oLthe 
change. In that way, more people will be apt to 
use the library during the extended hours. 
This is the situation some students face. A 
common gripe is that the librar·y is either not 
open or closes too early. After much 
complaining by students, progress has finall~1 , 
been made in solving this problem. 
Starting this Saturday, Feb. 18, the Dimond 
library will remain open an extra two hours, 
until 7 p.m., until the end of the semester. 
Chairman oC the Seriate library c.ommittee 
Windson Watson said "In the past, not enough 
students have known about. the changes, and 
haven.'t used the library to just if~, the expanded · 
hours.•~ J n order to keep the library open for 
the additional two hours, Watson . said, it is 
necessary that the library staff rccor·d that the 
· 1t's important to the student body to be able 
to use the library as much as po_ssible. The 
administration did the students a favor. They 
responded to our demands so now it's our turn 
to s. hO\~i them, the admini.stra_tion, that OUT 
d_emands were justified. 1 library is being used by 100 t·o 200 studtnts 
du"ring 5_p.m. to 7 p.m., the added hours. 
It's imp.ortarit that we, as students, try t~king Everyone doesn't have to use the library on a 
If we're lucky, maybe students will see the 
library's hours expanded even more. 
Letters 
Studei1-t Cent,~r 
To ~he Editor: · . /. 
Since -the news ol an 1rntortunatc 
.burglary having taken place over 
Christmas break at thq ,Catholic 
Studcnt_Ccntcr was printed in The 
New Ham/Jshire. we have rcccivea 
manj phone calls. v·isits and 
expressions of concern. For that 
· outpouring of community support 
and caring. we arc most gratcfl1I. 
We arc especially grateful to the 
student organizations and- loc.al 
businesses . which have · made 
financial · contributions and offers 
or time and labor . to aid us in 
rccupping '.our losses and securing 
the Cathol'ic Student Center 
against further injustices. . 
For those of tis whose pleasure it 
is to serve the entire University 
community with · the facilities, 
programs · and . id~als of the 
Catholic Student Center, such 
supportive gestures mean much 
and we are grateful. 
Rev. Frederick J. Pennet 
Chaplain 
Sk.i Tean1, 
To the Editor: 
I think UNH has a boys and girls 
ski team? l know the~' have a girls 
team, as my daughter is a member 
of it! 
Your paper has . not given any 
coverage to either .9f these teams! 
How come!! The girls team has 
beat.en both Dartmouth and 
Middlebury which hasn't 
happened too often! .Lets give all 
the teams some print. · 
Porty Sickels 
Class of '54 
l{ood House 
To the Editor: 
It is cold and flu season again. 
and with this comes the decision as 
to whether or not to go to Hood 
House for treatment. Hood House 
is the pits when it comes to dea_ling 
with colds . or even any minor 
emergencies. I am not sure h_ow 
they deal with major emerg~nc1es, 
luckily I have not experienced 
anything major here. 
When I go to Hood House cold 
- clinic, insteacr of them telling me 
what medication to take, they ask 
· me ·what -Medication I want. 
Shouldn't · it be the other way 
around, with the nurses giving me _administration or a certain. special 
the appropriate medication for the truth. disii1tcgration will proceed. 
syrpptoms. As I left the cold clinic. Some time ago OLir forefathers 
the nurse told me to com:c back if established ·on this planet. a 
my cold got worse. government that v.as formulated 
After four days ol' tal<.i-ng · the as what the\ concci\'·ed to be a sort 
medication. I had a sore throat. of ideal. or ~)ptimum arrai1gcmcnt 
laryngitis a _nd an even . worse And· na1urallv, in the Judeo-
cough. After I told the riursc of mj Christian context. ·they had to deal 
symptoms she said; "I don't care with the problem of defining the 
·about your lar)·ngitis. it is of no coi"poratc rcl.1tit)n with God, wh ile 
concern to me.-·: The sensiti vity of simultaneously treating the 
these nurses in the clinic utter!) paralkl· fi1cttlr of fret wi ll--within a 
amazes me. coherent grouping of pri.nciplcs. 
.,. This is not the only instance of So. we have the dc-)ctrinc! of the 
the sferling doctor-patient separation ()f Church (i.e .. rcall\ 
relationship that o·ur beloved Religion< Philosophies, and 
Hood House provides. Once, a Ideologies) . and State. It would 
gland in my jaw was so inflamed I . ' seem tl1at this decent v ision from . 
could not open n1y mouth : I went · the past hits served faidy well. But 
to Hood House· to have the today we have a new situation: 
problem diagnosed. When the though i)ur system still can work. 
·person in the clinic looked in my given th.it .it is· administered with 
ear to sec if she could find intelligence [tnd in the spirit of the 
anything. she shoutcd,"Oh niy principles (.-)fits C<.rnccption. 
. God!" We!L if the swollen gland in . . Briefly. ·then. the _dilemma: We 
the jaw.couldn't be cured.-at least 1 · as ~1 Nation . . and as i·ndividuals. arc 
hope she could save my heart that _living. a lie with rcg~1rd to the so- · 
had just stopped. · · called U 1-() phen(lmenon. The 
The final example of .Hood people .and. reality" 1-la\e become 
House\ incptitt.Jdc._is of a girl that · cstra'ngcd. ·The basic rrecdom of 
had to miss one month of school our Democrac,: is· violated . Y cs. in 
last semester. She could not- eat 1984 · the _Fcdc-ral Govci·nmcnt ot' 
solid food for two months due to the U.S.A. is controlling the mass 
the fact. that Hood · H ousc mind. in a fantastic UFO cc)Verup. 
diagnosed what turned out to be a During 111) nineteen )Cars of 
fairly serious gastro-intcstinal stud) ing this subject. I along with a 
virus. as something she ate. She . growing number or others. have 
had to get another opinion. and found that objective (sane) inquir~ 
luckily she did. because she needed docs easily · reveal the abject 
proper medical attention that she rottenness of the Governmc.nt's 
was unable to get at Hood House. case against the Alien rc~lit). And 
As a result of these incidents. 1 . certainly an important part of my 
always find myself wondering if I research has included many 
should follow the advice of Hood personal investigations or the 
House or if I should do the exact numerous close cnc.ountcrs or 
opposite. Many people 1 · have coastal N.H .. with some reports 
spoken with feel that Hood Hous_e coming from students at U.N.H. 
is'agambleandagamblcrtotworth Indeed, I have accepted your 
taking. earnest tcst1mon•; whcri none were 
there to undcrst:ind. · · · -Daniel Kane 
lIFOs· 
To the Editor: 
feel ·compelled It) write 
. concerning a situation that is of the 
greatest significance. yet which is 
scarcely perceived in almost all 
educated circles today. For the 
purpose of this letter our attention 
can be directed to three broad, 
.inte·rrcl~1tcd topic areas from the 
, U.S.A .: the academic community. 
- the national news cmerage. an"d 
the national political s,ecne. Herc it 
is. beneath the tricorncred hat. that 
the .informed. objective. and 
_comprchcnsi\c anaiysis demon-
strates a ·deadly schism. The 
Democracy is ~ick. W ithout the 
Thus. can no one (jou1:i1alistie or-
academic tyf}es'!) now 1:ise lo the 
intellectual height of asking Walter 
Mondale how his version oJ an 
educational renaissance wil.l 
accomodate the U 1-Q cmcrup? 
Could Rc\crcnd Jesse Jackson. as 
- President. be trusted to maintain 
the LIE'! Sl-\all we try for a straight 
·answer from the present. oll-thc-
oval-wall philosophies'! Why do 
we have this strange quiet? 
Again. the house is di\ided: .thc . 
e h o i c c s a r c r e s t o i• a t i o n o r · 
disintegration. 
John Paul Osv.a ld 
Hampton. N.H. 
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Uriiversity Foruiµ 
Cosmic Responsihilty Throug~ Central America 
Br Fr. Rick Pennett The artifidal divisions of hemispheres individuals · an:d commissions aret grapple wifh - the complexity of the and quadraspheres can no longer infiltrating the campos and the barrios differences and ramifications of the 
impinge upon the . freedom of each of the tiny. struggling nations. Acting First and Third Worlds in general and 
person -~ and each society to the in the name of government. in the the · Central American reality in · 
•• Action on behalf of justice and inalienable rights of life. liberty and name· of religion, and in the name of particular,- it also seems a fact of life 
participation in the transformation of . the pursuit of happiness." decency and justice. more and more that for many reasons, we simply have 
the world from every oppressive The limitations of our resources. people are asking why such glaring not and, in some cases, cannot have 
situation" are seemingly unlikely. even intellectual. spiritual . . material and descrepencies exist between nations done that. As a servi.ce to our academic 
absurd phrases to be found in an\'J.ob · · d and faith communities and in 
.1 otherwise. often impede our abilities · and peoples which are more an more 
· description.Yet, for millions of people to solve the world's problems. We can the' netghborhoods and neighbors on a solidarity with those who raise critical · 
who describe themselves as Christians~ and •..vc mus t, ho,,,vever, u i; e our native s hrinking planet. \\1here human questions of the current course of the 
followers -of a set of teachings often · and acquired apilities to listen to the . resources can be harnessed for -the world order. the United Campus 
referred to as "the Gospel'', these cry of the poor and, while sta:nqing.in good of all, not merely the elect. The Ministry and the Catholic Student 
demands are seen as a constitutive part solidarity with them for"their sake and intensity of the questi"on has grown to Center at the U niversitv of New 
of their commitment to be members of our own, do something. hitherto unknown proportions. It is no Hampshire are sponsoring a Seminar 
the community of believers known as Economic ideologies supported and longer rhetorical. _ Tbe inquirers and on National and International Affairs 
the Church. Such lofty .ideals, so expanded- by political realities, the question scream for an answer with particular attention being given 
neatly phrased, seem difficult to object . cultural differences, racial biases, the _ now. ... to the Church in Central America. 
to or argue against, but whC:n women inherent p-leasures of increased wealth, , Those of us who have the luxury of This seminar will be taking place over 
and men a·ttempt to apply the general power and the good life have ~erved to contemplating the history and the Spring Break. March I 0-16, 1984, in 
principles gleened from faith in .such separate us as citizens of the united future of our world from the vantage Washington, D .C. The . total cost of 
Christian ideology to the more States of America from many other point of -an ivy walled, pastorally - tuition. room, boa rd, and 
mundane realities of the societies of transportation is one hundred forty 
the world, it is almost always an dollars. The seminar will give us an 
· occassion for heated debafe. claims of f opportunity to begin · to understand 
absurdity . . cquestioning . of patriotic The Lin,, itations O (Jur ·resources · some of the Central American 
loyalty and often ruptured d b•l• . l · h [d' pol(tical, social, and economic 
relationships . . in1.pe e OUr <l l ltleS to SO re t e u,or S structures. By engaging in dialogue · 
lnthemanyerasofhistory,thereare 1-y7 d with some of the workers from 
perhaps none more complex in human JJroblenis . . " .e · can an we must use our . religious and private organizations 
retations than there are today. While • d . d b .1. . 1. · working with the various nations of we can intellectually quarter the globe llllfl'V(! an. , acquire a l lfleS to lSten to Central America, by being briefed by 
into East and West. North and South. h 1 .. h ·d h l d · . the U.S. Department of State on such we are increasingly awai:e that f e _cry O { e fJOOr a -n , U' i e S(an ing in ~ documents as the Kissinger Report, 
advanced technology. communica- I d h h .f. h k d - and by listening to undocumented 
tions and ease of travel ha·s shI·unk the . -SO i arity Wit . t ent J Qr ( eir Sa e an OUr aliens living and working in 
vastness of our environs to the ·point'of "' . d h . Washington speak of the survival and 
-each person _realistic~!}Y .9~~:~g le;~.~-.-; !?Wll, 0 S°:ffl.f!( -tng. of the .death or threats thereof to their 
than a days Journey from ·ev~n lhe ~r '· - ·· ,: · · families in the Third World. 
farthest of · huma )n.ki"nd \ The . -- 0-pportun.ities will be give~ to meet 
implications of this relativelS' 'new ·· nations~ b·~t-perhaps most rapidly and · surrounded, well fortressed, land- with the New Hampshire Con-
phenomenon is mind boggling. Now. most . distinctly from some of our grant university. have _;n ethical gressional Delegation·. This Seminar is 
as never before. we must look at closest neighbors who we often Jump demand to hear the question. to one way in which we can respond to 
ourselves as others see us and relate to · together as ·the people of Central · ponder an answer and to plan an critical questions of justice in the 
our fellows in a ··critical manner . America . The recent uprisings and appropriate response ·10 be lived out. world. 
hitherto unknown. With finite rninds revolutions. the death squads and the We have been and still are privileged . This seminaE' ' is op~ned to all 
and emotions. we are exposed nightly "disappeared". the interventions and We cannot retreat from the interested persons. For further 
'to news reports of carnage and famine. rhetoric .of the Super Powers and the responsibilities which are ours as information . one should contact the 
of revolution and.change,. ofju11ta an:d. · peasants . have made it painfully educated members of global society . above mentioned offices at 862.-1165 
regime. of success and pleasure, of obvious to even . the least astute that Our thoughts and actions can and will · or 862--1310. 
pain and suffering. Gradual!;' . the "Something is wrong." Good people be part of an ordering of the· world 
bombarded senses begin to bring the are hurting and unj-ustly dying for· which hopefuli~' will be passed on not 
- realization that the inequalities of the reasons each of us can do something onl\' to our children but to the 
Peoples of the World have reached an about. if only we take the time to dati'ghters and sons of all nations. 
jntolerable state . As sensitive humans understand the · complexity of the: . While. certainly; the reso.urces are 
and persons of faith, -many are crying. problem. bite the bullet and act. available to us ' on our campus to 
"Enough! _ .Exploitation mµst ·tease. c red i b I e and I es s c red i h I e · intellectually grasp the magnitude and 
Parking Unfair to Students 
By Dauid Rowney 
;, 
The problem here is snow, poor 
plowing of the area and the influx of 
cars that have made parking there 
· The UN H parking problem is an virtually impossible. 
atrocious rip-off. As a former 0-1 lot. which lies across the street 
commuter for two years and now as a - from the Apartments. · is now being 
campus resident. I· have experienced used by many residents because of this 
all aspects of this problem. problem. It is an excellent place to 
First. as a commuter, I had -to fight park and alleviates much of the • 
for a parking sp<)t and get in before problems · of A-lot. Unfortunately. a 
10:00 a.m . or risk not finding one. I car in D-1 is subject to ticketing 
also paid my fifteen dollar parking fee because of the snow ban. 
which supposed};, entitled me to park · I find this all very frustrating and I 
on campus. Unfortunately, there were can only blame UN Hand the Durham 
many times I could not find a spot community for this mess . It was due to 
because of the lack of spaces and the oversight by UNH and opposition by 
reserving of certain spaces for facult~1 the town that parking for us was never 
and staff. -· entered into the official planning. 
That was a year ago and some things They found it much easier to s~y go 
have changed. Still, parking is unfair park in A-lot. than to find us a decent 
toward students. A year ago I didn't parking area. In addition. ·they never 
. have to face t-his problem 24 hours a let students get involved in the parking 
· day. I could daily leave the campus planning until last fall. By that time. it 
and forget about parking. But now. as was too late. 
a resident of the UN H U ndergradu-ate As a member of the Apartment 
Apartments. I am faced with a chronic Student Government this past fall. I 
· headache: where to park my cai· during know these facts very well. Other 
the winter snow ·ban. Public Safety members and I/ have struggled with 
sayslmustparkinA-Lotstoragearea. this _problem without getting 
anywhere. UN H red tape and a 
stubborn town community effectively 
stalled our solutions. Fortunately. at 
the time, only 100 students lived at the 
Complex and the problem was not 
very serious. Now. it has hit us very 
hard. with over 200 students in 
resid~nce and 400 expected by next 
fall. 
I find it strange that this problem 
and others like it are not being solved 
quickly. As a student who pays tuition 
and as an apartment resident paying 
$900 a semester along with the parking 
fee, I have a right to decent parking on 
campus. The Apartments seriously 
need parking and need it now. A 24-
hour. expanded 0 -1 lot would solve 
this problem. As for the campus: a 
better allotme·nt of spaces and an equal 
distribution of lots in the campus c·ore 
and rim for student and facultS ' alike 
would solve muc;:h of . the problem. 
Also, more lots should be built. This 
idea oT rest1;iping lots only creates 
narrow situations where accidents will · 
occur. UN H m u_st solve the parking 
situation and the town must treat us 
more reasonabh,;. Students are not 
Fr. Pennell is Director of the Catholic 
Student Cent.er and a Chaplain to the 
Uni\'ersity. 
seconq-_dass citizens. _They are people 
like everyone else. Only by including 
our ideas and feelings, without 
discriminating against us, can UNH 
and Durham .solve th~ir J)roblem.s. 
David Rowney is a Junior PoliticOJ 
· Science inajor at University- of NeYi · 
Hampshire. 
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Meet Author 
Dr.Helen Caldicott 
Friday, February 24th 
AT THE UNH 600KSTORE _(12;30-1 ;00) 
Dr.Caldicott· will sign Nuclear Madness 
"At last, · a book that should ·awaken America to the 
dangers of the nucle'ar age, combining the authority ·of an 
expert, the passion of a mother, and the vision of a world 
citizen. ,, · 
Richard Falk, PHD . 
Professor International Law 
Princeton University 
Dr. Caldicott will speak at the ..johnson Theatre 1 PM. 2/24 
This weekend in the 
Fr_iday,· )) 




Come· catch Michael Jackson's 
popular "Thriller" video 
plus more great stuffl 
Admission only 50C 
UNH ID/Proof of Age Required 
Doors open a_t 8:00 
· ~~ NIPpU . 
Cr . El Gato · ·. ~ 
./--
. . 
Voy El Gato Para.comer 
y despues no importa 
NEW LUN.CHEO.N SPECIAL 
You'll have a hard time getting 
· your mouth around _this one. 
LARGE HOT HAM & CHEESE 
SERYED ON A BULKIE 
Special introductory price 
$2.00 
also 
Mexican Style Chef's Salad1l" • 1 .. l :,· 
Have your salad and eat the 'bowl too! 
$2.00 
M 011 -l-ri : 11 :30-2:00 Main St. Durham XoX-%91 
-.. • = •1 • : -.fr . ) ' ,..- ; 
fflUB PUB ... 
Saturday, February · 18th 
LOU 1Y1iam1 
nd the Kozma 
• • 
SJf:1t'.:tlhts · - $3.001/ Pub Ii c f:\!JL.,_:/:·.,·. 
,itw,;;ii~NH ID/Proof ~f-Age -Requi;1~~1"Jlf 
_Doors open at 8:00 
BOTH EVENTS SPONSORED BY MUSO! 
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Arts·-& Features.· 
1<:arly American atmosphere in the dining room· of N ichQlby's restaurant in NewingJon which 
recently opened. Photo by Dorian Stonie. · - . ~ 
Spend a sum_mer in Austria 
. ,... . 
By Maureen O'Neil 
Jhis summer. from June 6 to ('. 
July 25. twenty-five students 
will take two six week classes at · 
. th~ Institute for European 
Studies ( I ES) in Vienna. then 
s_pend one week touring the · 
A\pinc Region in western · 
A t\Jstria. 
Helmut Pfanner, professor 
of Getman at UN H and native 
Austrian will direct the UN H 
Summer Program in Austria 
sponsored by the UN H Center 
for International Perspectives 
and Department of German . 
This is the first summer. the 
program will be offered and · 
students without any -
experience in German can· 
participate ; according to 
Pfanner . . Applications are . 
available in the. German dept. . 
in the M urkland basement. 
.. Austrian professors who 
have experience teaching · at 
American universities will 
teach the classes. One German 
Language course at either 
beginning. intermediate. or 
advanced level will be required. 
For a second course. 
st u d e.n t s ca n e it her · ta k e 
.. .. _Tran Sa Ct i On a·t BUS i fl e S S 
Enterprises". ""Vienna: Growth 
of · an Urban Civilization," 
Austrian Art and Archi -
tecture." To supplement these 
classes. ac_cording to Pfanner. _ 
students ·wilJC ·\.Jsit Vienna's 
h i S t O r i C ar·J rihf S e U m S ~ a ri d 
exam i net .the cit ,;'s · a re hi -. . . ) . 
tecJure ." ·· ·· . 
in private homes where they will take a one week bus tour 
can cook small meals. Lunch tJlrough the Alpjne .. Region of 
can be eaie~ ln the lES dining Salzburg. Tyrol and Zurich in -
hall for about $2. . . Western Austria. , Students will 
"V_ienna is great for going to. complete a . paper · on some 
· the small wine restaurants in aspect of the Alpine Region 
· the suhurbs." Pfanner said. two weeks after · returning. 
· The program will be able to according to Pfanner. 
use all I ES facilities. ,according . "The Alpine country c;ulture 
to Pfanncr . . including study will complement the:r clas\es 
rooms and a student lounge . and the Viennese city culture." 
Students can al,-,;o . take Pfanner-said. 
advantage of prngram pai=tie~. The $1795 price tag covers 
Viennese night clubs and a tuition. housing. the bus tour 
variety of sports. according to · through the Alps including 
Pfanner. hotels and meals, and all 
"Vienna is ·well known for its · excursions while attending the 
theatre and music." he said. - IES. Airfare from Boston to 
"Vienna is a beautiful old Vienna (present-ly $738) is not 
city of 1.5 million located in the . included. An estii~1ated -: 
Eastern part of Austria and . will take care ot all meals.~ 
one-half hour from the Iron incidenurls and ·1o ·c-af 
Curtain;" Pfanncr said. transportation while in Vienna. · 
After the six week program , according to Pfanner. . 
in Vienna. the UN H Program 
Silicon Valley 
fails to deliver 
By Rae Ann ·Hoyt 
Silicon Valley . . jic1ion hy • 
Michael Rogers. published by 
Pode! Boob, $2.95. 
The ·· cover · of Micha.el 
R Cl g er s · Si Ii c v -11 Va II er 
promises a novel about life in 
the fast lane of California's 
· hottest business ·spot. but the , 
rest_ of the book never lives up 
·s O C r a t e S • . p O W e r e d b y 
co·mputer cf1ips called the 
Ultrachip. The Toritron 
scientists . hope that Soc-rates 
can · pass an _ intelligence test 
~ailed the Turing Test. pr_oving 
SIIJCON VAU.EY. c 17 
American food 
at .Nicholby's 
By John Ouellette Casserole is loaded with tender 
Early American atmosphere. crabmeat. The · topping, a 
fine American foods and mixture of rifr crackers, bread 
entrees costing many American crumbs and spices, doesn't do it 
dollars are what vou'll find at justice and is rather sweet.Veal 
Nicholby's restaurant. Scallopini is served with 
Formerly Flagstones. mushrooms. wine and sauce 
Nicholby's opened in Ja.nuary bordelaise. which, according to 
under new ownership and is the chef; is ••just a standard • ,, 
located on the Spaulcling brown stock sauce." Although 
Turnpike in . Newington just . plain. it docsn 't take anything 
ov·er the bridge. · away from the premium veal. 
. Nicholby's offers small,. cozy All en trees come with a small 
dirii,ng roon1s and speedy and . salad (overloaded with 
friendly service. including dressing). a choice of potatoes, 
occassional visits from the chef including excellent "whipped" 
or sociable manager Tim potatoes with a very creamy 
Constantine. The food _texture. and a hot vegetable -
concentrates on sea food. combination of cauliflower, 
chicken and beef. except for zucchini and summer squash. 0 • 
one very tender veal entree. a·nd The appetizers were not 
ranges 1n price frorn $8-$16. outstanding but . substantial. 
Although the food tends to Neither the New England Clam 
be traditionally prepared. the Chowder nor the French baked 
quantities and quality · of meat oniori soup were- spectacular. 
cuts are superb. All meats a_re. although the · onion soup was· 
from Boston, not Chicago, and filling. with enough . cheese to 
are never frozen. according to · · keep you chewing for a while. 
Cons~antine. N icholby's offers some . 
Constantine boasts Nichol- exquisite desserts including 
by\ Entrecote Cafe de Paris, chewy. chocolaty fudge pie and 
for two. a $26 Center Cut Puckler. a three layer creamY . 
Prime · Sirloin Steak cut and · chilled dessert served in a huge · · 
served at the table by the chef parfait glass which tastes far 
and the manager him.self. better than . its name sounds. 
AnotherNicholby'sspecialty is · Their -·Puck lei" is highly: " 
a 25 ounce Roast Prime rib, au recommended . 
jus. possibly the largest cut in N icholby's luncheon menu 
the area, for $16. A smaller cut features much lower prices 
is ·also offered. ($3. 75-$5 for entrees) and 
The Crab Newburg en N_ICHOLBY'S, page 17 
Rear Window 
By Consuelo Congreve _ 
·Rear Window dlreNed h-l' 
A{fred Hi1chc0l'k; A Universal 
release .Harring James Stewart, 
Grace Ke/Ir and Rarmond 
Burr. · · 
If you don't go to see the re-
release of Rear Window for its 
chilling suspens·e, go to see 
Grace Kelly's timeless beauty. 
style, and poise. · 
Jimmy Stewart is a news 
photographer who has broken 
his leg taking pictures of a car 
race. He is laid up in a .cast for 
months. and his only source of 
entertainment is watching his 
NY neighbor~ out of his rear 
window. 
He begins to know their 
personalities just by watching 
their daily activities. Raymond 
Burr is . in the apartment 
Burr keeps up creepy behavior, 
such as wrapping a hacksaw 
and a butcher's · knife in 
. new~paper. Kelly's Philadel-
. phia voice and · well-
coordinated · wardrobe make 
her appear the perfect woma11, 
someone not likely to fall for a 
line easily. 
There's not. a doubt left in 
Kelly's or the audience's mind 
after one of. the neighbor's 
dogs, . who has been digging in 
Burr's fl'ower bed, is found 
strangled. Stewart thinks Burr _ 
must've buried pieces of_ his 
wife there. He can get l)O help 
from a private detective fr~end 
of his or the police. so he sends 
Grace over to flush Burr out. 
Hitchock's knack of getting 
Students will hive~to wo.rk a·s 
much at the I ES as the·,, d~ a( . . •· ,) . 
. tq its promise. . · . · 
· J Silicon Valley is' the ·story of 
Burt Mathias. an aggressive 
scientist turned businessman 
who runs a computer company 
called Toritron with his genius 
partner Alan Steinberg. 
Mathias will stop at nothing to 
keep his company ahead_ - of 
competition. including stealing 
funds. altering the books. 
buvinl! stolen~ secrets and 
ha~ in g · an . affair \.\ it h a 
powerful 11ewspaper repo.rter. 
He thrives on power by da) and 
cocaine parties by night. 
• · directly <;1cross· from Stewa~r-t's. 
. his audience scared is in full 
force when we hear Burr's 
heavy steps ascending to the 
apartment of the - helpless 
wheelchair-confined Stewart. 
The question still remains: is 
Burr actually a murderer or a 
harmless old man? The answer 
is most satisfying. 
UN H. accordillg to .Pfanner. 
who taught a language class at 
IES in Vienna in 1976. 
Half of the·weekends will be 
planned for group excursions 
th1'ough the Viennese woods. 
mountain regions and an alpine 
hike. On the free weekends. 
students can take tours to 
Pra
0
gue. Budapest, Hungary: 
the Austrian Cfrinthia Lakes 
Region wit_h · the warmest 
.Austrian climate or explore 
any area they'd like, according 
to Pfanner. 
While at the IES, students 
will live with Austrian families 
In order to keep his company 
number one. Mathias· lab 
designs .the iiltimatc computer. 
Burr has a nagging, invalid 
wife . Stewart begins to suspect 
something when Burr keeps the 
wife's bedroom curtains drawn 
all day and makes three trips 
out of his apartment on a rainy 
nig.ht carrying a heavy loaded 
suitcase. He returns with an . 
empty sµitcase. Stewart's 
endearing per~onality has us ·all 
believing his suspicions are 
true. · 
Stewart tells his _fiahce . 
Gra·ce Kelly. about his 
suspicions. She dismisses them 
at first, but gradually · gets 
draw11_ into the mistrust when 
Most of us are too young to 
remember what Kelly was like 
in her prime. We remem_ber her 
as the beautiful if slightly 
plump monarch of Monaco. 
Her talent shines through in 
Rear Window, marking the 
loss to the film industry when 
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'The. Beatles: twenty years later 
By Liam O'Malley the whole of rock and roll was' 
In 1964, when most rock and at a healthy, growing stage. -
roll had become sterile and It is unfortunate that this 
controlled by powerful very diversity that made the 
producers, four young men Beatles so different and 
brought to the world the important was~ in a way, one of 
freshest sound since rock and the reasons for their breakup. 
roll'is c_onception. This As they individually tried new 
freshness was a constant force - things, they grew apart from 
for the Beatles,-who brought a each other and all . of rock 
· new vitality to rock 20 years splintered _ shortly after their 
ago. · demise. While -John Lennon 
Throughout their career, the wrote harsh rockers like "Cold 
Beatles were inovators of Turkey", Paul McCartney 
recording techniques never wrote _ what Lennon' called 
before considered. A band of "grandmother music" like 
firsts, they introduced sitars, . "Honey Pie" . When the 
complex- chord changes and differences became intolerable, 
ba_ckwards guitar tapes, - the dream was over. 
-i n t e n t i..9 n a 11 y rec o rd e d Following the end of the 
-feedback, and countless mher dream came the dying out of 
creative ideas. They did all this the idealism and · communal 
after a record industry offici_al feeling of rock. It the-n split into 
told their manager that guitar militant _ factions of art rock, 
groups were a thing of th€ past. progressive rock, hard rock, 
The Beatle's appeal seemed punk rock and many others 
endless, whether -it was in ,that had little or no 
· music, books or films. The:!t~ appreciation for any form of 
were a hit machine, but thev ·,i, music other their own. As 
were· constantly changing. Th~ bands put more emphasis on 
inspi_ration ahd power of The learning every - scale and 
Beatles was great because they concocting overblown . light 
introduced the feeling that rock shows and record companies 
and roll was unlimited. It could- became more interested in 
be harsh and _rebellious or it . image than talent or 
co u Id · be smooth and originality, it was obvious there 
harmonious. A band could tear could never be another 
through a song with distorted Woodstock_, only more -··us 
guitar or could sing a ballad _ Festival's" and MTV concert 
backed b~· violins. The extravaganzas. 
A collection of Beatles albums. The Beatles first took America by storm 20 years ago. Photo by 
Jim Millard. 
possibilities were infinite. However, the lessons The 
When other bands rea.lized Beatles taught. may still have 
this, th~ vibrant, creative era of impact. They continue to 
the sixties ensued. One band's inspire c-:-omposcrs and bands 
achievements were acknow- with dreams of success. -
!edged and built upon so thaL They - are stili' the band. 
against which all rock talent or 
· success is measured. Although 
it seems unlikely that the spirit 
they invoked will ever be felt 
again, there can still be hope 
that rocLwiJI reach again the 
glory th~ Beatles once gave it. 
----NICHOLBY'S----
< continued from page 15) 
lighter food including $4 
sandwiches. . 
Nicholby's is open 11 :30 a.m. 
to 10 p.m. Tuesday throu_gh 
Sunda); and offers a special 
additional brunch menu on 
S u n d a y s u n t i. l .-4 p . -P1 . 
Dr .Helen CaldiCOII 
ow accepting 
pplications /or-th·e 
_ llowing positions 
• I President tor the 1984/85 academic vear 
Train this semester· to be President of the largest programming 
1 
_- student organization a_t t ;N H. 
► ·. Assistant Business manager 
Will work with Business Manager this ~-.emeste:r and take the 
position in the '84/85 school Jcar. 
► Production/Securitu Director 
, · Train ihis ~crncster to ta~e onr next )car for recruiting and 
"training non-police securit)' -and stage crew, arranging seating 
& checking contracts. 
All are Paid Position·s 
So Get Involved!! 
Application Deadline 
is today! 
Pick up application·s in Room 148 
in the basement of the MU B · 
Author of 
Nllclear Madness 
Friday Feb~ 24th 1-3- p.m. 
Johnson Theatre, UNH 
Free Admission 
-P,~sentes by Students For Disarmament andPeace 
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SILICON V ALL-EY----........ -------
(continued from page 15) 
that at last artificial :ntclligcnce relaxing in the hot tub, going to software, . chips, hardware. 
has been created. The) hope a society party, a.nd taking his wiring processes ,ind progranis 
that a panel of judges will not mistress to a seedy moteL None often bore the reader and slow 
be ·able to tell the difference of this is very exciting and · down the plot. 
betwecnSocrntesandahuman . provokes noth'ing but yawns. Computes buffs and 
Mathias' personal life begins The novel often fails because electrical engineers might find 
to selfdestruct as preparation .it tries to walk a tightrope Silicon Valley light re'adihg 
for the Turing Test begins. His between giving enough and fun. However, it is another _ 
:company is involved in a law giving tr' , much technical ·novel that has fallen into the 
. stiit. his marriage disintegrates c pm put c r background. trap of the power and passion 
•---and his partners reject his Technical _ descriptions of genre. 
ethics. The novel .climaxes SllMMER JOB 
surprisingly during the Tµring ('ape C'od, Martha\ \ 'ine~ard, and 1'antud.et han thousands of 
Test. and Mathias' way of life is good pa~in~_johs arnilahk to students and teachers this summer. 
challcn12.ed. · A dirertor~ listing these jobs hy emplo)W also includes complete 
Silin:n Valley presents an . housing info and _job application forms. Summer 198-t Direl"tor) · 
· interesting premise for a:noveL . :; . read~ now. For copy send $J.OO (includes 1st Class Postage and 
but Rogers docs :nothing with handlin~) to: . < .-\l_'I· < ()I) ~I '.\l.\ll· H .1oi1 lll,. IU \I 
· Ho, ~''-'· 1{1111111 IO'I. Ila, 11,1.1hk ,1., ll~h.111 - . 
his idqt. None or the major :.-_-_-_ •~ •~ •~ ~.•. -_-_-_-_-_-_ •• •• •• •• •• ~.~.~.~.~. •• ■----••••••~•• •••• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •••••------• •-■• • .. 
characters arc \\ell dc,cloped ~ b C 1 and all too often the\' arc like .... n 1v· e yo;._ "9 ·ath •,· I cardboard stc1·cotypc:-. Th~ JU ___ u ___ . · _· -.. o ____ , __ • 
computer geek. the aggressive - --
feri1alc . reporter, the absent r'7I ] --, · -
minded professor. arid the 4,.,,_/'1Te .. OU_ -r 
shady accountant arc all well 
worn figure's who walk through 
this novel at some point. 
Rogers places his chan,cters 
in situations that ha,e been 
used by other writers a 
thousand times before and does 
n~frhii1g new with them. ·Burt 
Mi1thias is seen wheeling and 





If your see her, 
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• and * • • • 
* 
Fe.a tu res!!! 
* lit . . * 
t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Inside you there is so much of what the world needs: Love, Faith, 
Courage and Idealism. The Third World of poverty, ignorance and 
hunger is waiting for you .. . needs you so badly with your courage 
and generosity. · · 
·The life of a missionary priest in the Third World is not easy but if 
you are a young Catholic man, brave and unselfish, willing to 
share your life and gifts, we urge you to consider the plea of Jesus 
to help the poor -we invite you to explore the rewarding life that 
awaits you as a missionary priest with the Columban Fathers. 
' . 
We will send ail the infotmation you· need -~ith~ut obiigat-ion. ' 
Just fill out the information below and send to Father Michael 
Harrison, COLUMBAN FATHERS, 310 Adams Street, Quincy, MA 
~02169. Or call him at (617) 472-1494.-
Send information to: ________________ _ 







Nick Apollo Forte 
ge 1g t. 
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GordonWi ll is1sc 
A,,OlfJON,,,, .,,,Ht, H,-or,,,e 
r 
., .,.,. 
WHEN YOU CAN SAVE UP'ID-
50%ON TIMBERLAND · 
FACTORY SECONDS.:. THAT 
ARE SEOONDTO NONE! 
· Prices valid for Fridar, 
SaturdaJ,Sunday& 
Mondarona.. 
'&mbedanit . . . ~ . 
factory_gyt~ts .. · 




FACTORY OIITLETS • 
MAIN STREET, NEWMARKET. PHONE (603) 659-5882. ~~~:::E 
THE MAINE OUTLET, R'c>UTE 1, K11TE8Y, MAINE. ==R~v-
. PHONE (201> 439-6323. e~=TON-
--------------- .---------1TH THIS COUPON ~~li'si1~~sE I 
, - 1.EOFS/L/CONEi-
PROTECT YOUR TIMBERLANDS ~~r26184- 1 ------------------- -------- -~ 
~-r"~'" ,rl, '_', ... "·...:-~-2~ .. :~ ~,-'~-,1 -~ _.J,:;,...1?.1~\1·~1 /"'-'./i _J,_r 
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COMICS 
GARFIELD 
1 WONDER WI-IAi LIFE 
WOULD ~E Lit-<£ IF WE 
NEVER HAii TO E_AT 
B.c.· 
. ---··c t!!/1' 
~ -='--~-~_J--1 . .. 
-//'.-- ·, . 




What function dces the month o£ February . 
~rve in our mcdern calendar? ·-
CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
© Edward Julius Collegiate CW83-8 
,ACROSS 43 Canadian province 11 Of a particular 
(abbr .) race or culture 
I Houston ba 11 park 44 Syrian city (var.) 12 Woman's name or 
JO Bondmen 45 Poker term '20s song 
15 Room on the anterior 46 British elevators 13 Traffic warnings 
part of a ship 4_7 Texas's nick.f!ame 14 Most mentally sound 
16 Earl y Latfo version (2 wds.) 18 Part of ship's name 
of the Scriptures 49 Way to obtain money 22 French friends 
17 Star of 1926 Ben Hur (2 wds.) 25 Length ti_mes width 
( 3 wds .') 50 'Member of 26 Is unw~ll 
19 - oculi (eye famous acting • 28 Catch sight of 
muscle) family (2 wds.) 29 Sleeveless garment 
20 Setting for "Hamlet" 52 Willow 31 Hydrocarbons found 
21 Roller used in 53 Small airplane in solvents 
printing (hyph.) 32 Foundation 
22 Fusses 54 In itself: Lat. 33 Sheet music symbol 
23 Chemical suffixes 55 Nanny (2 wds.) 
24 Equipment 34 Exhausts 
25 Of an amide DOWN 35 Applies wall 
26 "- of thousands!" coating· 
27 Apt., dorm., etc. l Fill with fear 37 Actor Art -
28 The Emerald Isle 2 Pain 
1 39 Fast gait 
29 By way of 3 Rail road inventory 40 Girl 's name 
30 Oisease"-carrying 4 Tenant or landlord 41 Painter of "Rowers 1 
flies 5 Hilppen Luncheon" 
32 Hotel employee 6 Raised platform 42 Mired (3 wds.) 
36 Pol l ution control 7 No longer in use 43 Military rank 
agency (abbr.) 45 Baseball city 
_37 The Bay State 8 Blended with (abbr.) 
(abbr.) (2 wds.) 46 Stratum 
38 Asiatic ten't 9 In one lump (2 wds. )48 Dried up 
39 Madison's VP 10 Spanish equivale~t 49 Irish-Gaelic 
42 Adjectival suffix of "oui, oui" 51 Accelerate 
CROSSWORD ANSWERS, Page 17 
By JIM DAVIS 
FOR A TiME.,MOTMER':> 
WOULl7 FIX TI-IE.IR 
FAMILIE.5 il-lREE 
SQUARE NOTI-HNG-5 ' -fV"-- A DAY 
By JOHNNY HAR'r 
WHY CAN1T y'oU WEAR A MASK 
AND A &LOVE L.IKE. · THE OiHER 
GOALIE.5 r . 
:,, I\ I I I 1· 
ftttr \ :, [ I 




By BERKE BREATHED -
GOOl7 MORNltf.i I 
Nf;!GHBOR5 ! · 
JUST /lR0PPlll 
8Yt0 5AY HU.-- . 











YOV wovwwr HAV€ AN 
CIGAR€Trl5, WOVUJ YOV 
Jf/ST ONE! GV!N .A 
HAU ?1 J(/5( 
ON 8EHAiF OF Mm MY 
VAP ANP TH€. T08A(£,() 




(continued from pag.._ ➔/ · 
A man dressed as· Paul 
Revere road through Durham 
shouting "The Bloodmobile is 
coming! The Bloodmobile is 
coming!" The next day the 
rider shouted "The Blood-
mobile is here! The Blood-
mobile is here!" and the next, 
"Last chance! Last Chance"!" 
*** 
Monday morning workers 
cart the equipment and 
supplies in. Dollies load·ed with 
boxes of blood bags, syringes, 
an'd bandages are rolled to the 
north end of the room. 
The Red Cross nurses, in 
navy blue pants suits, sound 
like junior high kids setting up 
for a pep rally. 
Ther e is an unui-ual 
orderliness in this bee hive of 
activity. Stearns, the queen bee., 
is standing by the entrance near 
a table covered with donor 
pins. Once again she is giving 
instructions to smiling 
volunteers. 
- Tuesday afternoon. 
· Close to 270 students have 
come to donate their blood 
today:-though many have tb'lds 
or flu, so they are turned down. 
The industrial size metal cots 
in the north end of the room arc 
oc\upied b:,: students reading 
newspapers, sipping soda, or 
waitin·g for the nurse to turn to 
them. A few of the students are 
s,taring at the ceiling, anxious :._ 
of what is abt5lltt:t~~happen. · / 
In on_e of the -=~quares of six : 
cots, a volunteer · named Bill is · 
comforting a nervous young ,, 
woman. B-ill has taken time off 
t.his week from his job at the 
Portsmouth shi-p _~·ard_ _to.:J felp..,.:"'. 
out, -as he does :for-most :of ·the 
UN H blood drives. 
He watches as a nurse , 
sterilizes a young- man "s arm ;i'j 
with yellow and brown liquid. 
Then with a smooth sweep she ;,: 
.inserts the needle into his arm . 
.. "See, ther.e_'s nothing to 
worry about," Bill says. "You 
just let nature do it's thing and 
relax." ·-
Bill has given five gallons of 
blood so far. 
Another y·oung man acress 
from · him · is chatting with a 
nurse as ·she clips shut a b~g full 
of his blood. He is enjoying the , 
attention the nurses and 
volunteers have been giving 
him since -he walked into the 
room an hour ago. 
He looks at the makeshift 
canteen twenty feet away, 
where tables are filled with 
students stuffing their mouths 
with chocolate cake. sand-
wiches and drinks donated by 
area businesses. 
"I only came today because I 
wanted a free sandwich,'' . he 
says jokingly to the blomi 
nurse. "I spent all of ill)' money 
on roses for- my girlfriend." 
*** 
By Thursday, the fourth and 
final day, the Red Cross had 
collected I 025 pints of blood. 
T he n e-w s pa p e r st u ff e d 
wildcats sitting on the love seat 
look. tired, and so does Stearns. 
In a few hours the rush will 
begin. The procrastinators and 
first time donatdrs will fill the · 
room. .,· 
"That's , what · always 
happens," says Rae Ann Hoyt, 
the student coordinator. 
'This afternoon the lines will 
.be like unemployment or 
welfare lines," she - says. 
Tonight, when all of this is 
over, Rae Ann will be havi.ng 
dinner with S\earns. 
-STASSEN-
( continued from page I ) 
"We must take unusual steps 
to straighten that (the budget 
deficit) out," Stassen said. "We 
should put taxes on all imports 
or products -we manufacture in 
the United States and put the 
tax money to,varJ our 
i.nvolvement in world defense ." 
Stassen - supports ·a "mini-
mum tax on corporations and 
some · increased taxes for 
everybody" as answers to the 
budget deficit. 
"i"-don't want to balance the 
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Fabulous 1partment in Newmarket 
l Who11\i Mact·o·s attt, Shitt1bM~i's ~ 
j Annual Wint.er Mix and Match ,~a!C 1 
'-----; 
$125/month, ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED 
Single room in a 5 bedroom house 
On the Kari-Van ·route 
Available March 1 
CALL 659-2682 
Males or Females 
Hot Tub and fireplace 
Cheap Thrills_ 
l l 
l 2 for 1 ! 
l l 
l l 
l Any Wini.er To~, and ·l)o!Jom "'2 k>r 1 ". _ l 
l· , Nile end~ '2/21/8'4 · ' L~-------~~-------~--~~ 
budget by slashing defense," he . ,-----------------....;.. ........ 
said referring to Democratic 
proposals to c?"ut the M X missile 
and rhe B-1 bomber. "I 
wouldn't cut the M X until we 
review it very carefully." 
St1:1ssen s~id Ile is oppu~cll tu 
the policies 6f the "other nine" 
candidates for President. 
referring to the eight major 
Democratic candldatcs and 
Reagan. 
Tbe former president of the 
University · of Pennsylvania, 
Stassen now lives in 
Phila·delphia. He was .assistant 
chief of staff to Admiral Halsey 
during World War II and the 
youngest governor ever elected 
i·n the United States. He first 
ran for president in 1948._ 
'1 ~,~[[ 
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More Info At: -
Office ·of Residential Life 
Pettee House 
-SENIORS-------
This is your LAST CHANCE for SENIOR PORTRAITSI 
Portraits will be taken from February 20th to Marcf:.1 2nd 
fl the,re are not e_rzough people signed up, the -last week will be c;ancelled. 
SIGN UPS BEGIN on NOVEMBER, FEB. 13th 
,n front of the Commuter Transfer Center 
HOURS: 
MW 11 -12, 1 ~3 · -
TR 11-12, 1-2, 4~5 
F 1 l-1 2, 
Resits a~d Seniors· not on campus last semester have priorityl 
(In order to get your picture in the bQok, it must be taken with our photographer) 
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Students in 
Life Science ·& Agriculture, 
do ·you want to 
find · out more about . 
future ·employment. opportunities 
Then· come to ... 
CAREER DAV 1984 
Friday, Feb. 24 
11-4· 
Strafford Room, MUB 
. . . . 
Learn about the wide range 
of career options _a~ailable & 
talk tq company reprtsentatives. ,_ 
.. Sp~nsored by Alpha Zeta in conjunc(ion 




. · , An Entertainment 'Alternative 
PRESENTS: . -
Perfonners will be _ 
"The New ·Hampshire Gentlemen 
·and Tom Road" 
SATURDA·y -
. F_ebrtJary 18 ·· 
8~12 p.m. 
·. Room·. 7L Devine Hall 
. ' 
FREE · ~ ,., 
Various coffees, , teas and pastries sold · 
Funded by Pf'O · 
. THE PEA,. SCIENCE OF O.C.S . 
. IS TO HELP YOU DISCOVER 
THE LEADER IN YOU. 
Army Officer Candidate -· 
School (O.C.S.) is a 14-week chal-
lenge that will make you dig deep· 
inside yourself for mental and 
physical toughness. For stamina 
· anq courage. 
It isn't easy. Butyou1ldiscover 
wha(s inside you. You'll know you 
have what it takes to lead. You'll 
come out a trim, fit commissioned 
offic~r in the Army, ready to exercise 
. -. leadership skills c~vilian companies 
put a premium on. 
If you're about to get your 
degree in. engineetj.ng-or science, 
, it·could be-your_next science should 
be O.C.S. Call your Army Recruiter. 
US Army Recruiting Station 
5 Locust'Street 
Dover - Tel. 749-0441 
ARMY. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
Apartments /or Rent [ • l 
.____---,------, .. 
Two _ fe'male st:c.Jents seek .quiet 
apc;1rtment for 2 near campus for f911 
1984, Call Jennie at 868-1487 
Apartment for rent May 25 - August 25 
(negotiable.) Right on Main St. Above 
Town and Campus. 1 bedroom, kitchen, 
dining room, larg.e li ving rdom, bathroom -
with shower. Call 868-5395 - Ask for-
Annie 
One bedroom: Apt for rent iri Durham . 
$425 1 mo including utilities - is 
negotiable. Security depos it. Sublease 
until May 31 / Lease option after.1 / 8 
mile form downtown, Karivan Can 
accommodate two. · Lauridry facilit ies, 
Contact Matt. or Cathy (868-2816), or 
Lorraine Eastman (659-2303) .on 
weekdays. 
4 bedroom apt. in Dover on Karivan. 
·Living Room :Den, Kitchen and bath. 
Available June -1st. Lease requi-red No 
pets. Call 742 -7908 between 7-9 pm 
Durham, 3 room furnished apartment in · 
quiet h01ne. Two blocks from -campus, 
non -smoker. $325 / mo. for one person. 
Includes utilities $190/ mG per person if 
two pe9ple. 868-9660 
-.,....H_elp w_anted-----'l[Il) 
THE NEW HAMPSH IRE FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1984 
f ' l. l .. . . . 
CLASSIFIED 
UNH 11'1,.Jrs ing uniforms for sale, Patches 
Included. Call Kat ie for more information·· 
at 868-7565 
19'70 vol.ksyvagon bLJg N·ew Engi ~e, aod 
brakes. good tired 1,200 or B.O. 749-
5182 ·after 6pm · 
1975 Volvo 164. Leather interior, a/c, 
power windows, new brakes, tires and 
exhaus.t. 83,000 miles. $3700 or B.0. 
742°02-18 after 6 pm · 
Volvo, 1973 2 door sedan, Good condition 
-- no rust. Good commuting i::ar. Call in 
Kitte(y (207) ,439-4224. $2,300 or best 
of.fer 
Have you seen my silver ring? I lost it 
about two we~k~ ago-it's a silver hand 
_w ith a leaf- design . It , was my 
Grandmother's and means a lot to me. If 
you have found it, please call Karen at · 
868-9776: Thank you . · 
The Great Bay Food co=op - Membership 
9pen to all. Assortment of grains, 
cheeses, n~ts, dried fruits, herbs ·spices 
and more! ~ll \Uesdays and Thursdays 
4:6 p.m. 
Skis For Sale: Olin Mark VI (190 cm) with 
Geze Comp bindings in _ decent shape. 
Asking $1 2Q. Call 868-7361, ask for 
_Dave. 
-_ I- · · 1~- B.G.H. - Since your notes to me were so 
Servtc_ es and Repa_ irs ' ' ' cute, and I'd rather not have a c~mel find 
r:t,l\l car with the sunroof open - I vvoutd 
love to go to the speakeasy on _ a date 
Home Made Cookies Jusf Like Mom's! 0 ~ometime with you. P.Y.T. 
Oatmeal -Raisin, Chocolate Chi'p, Peanut 
Butter cookies and Bi-owni.es! s·l.50/ dz . YO! John from Congreve ~39 1 (I don't. 
- 50¢ jumbo cookie_ call before 2:00 - '•kl.low you.last name yet) - just wanted to 
pm for yom fresh baked cooki~ --'--c 868_ ~ish you a happy birrhday ... Take care and -
5595_ Ask for Mom .. ,,. J II see you at the MUB, okay? Love anp 
. _ , _ L:-aughter, Tricia ' 
Fiddle,_ Banjo , guitar lessor-is fr 0Wtf 1'fcongrat~latd. to the pledges of Alpha 
orofes~1onal- olaver. manv stvlP.~- ~ 11 .. -- - cni omegT Ge1 psyc.nea ro r a run 659-2658 · · · ·, •lt"' .semester, Kelly, Jen, Heather, Butter, 
Professional Tax Return Preparation Chris C., Judy, Sue; Kim E., Chds G., 
Services. Discount with _ any UNH ID. Kerry, Sandy, Annagelle, · Terri. Kerin. 
Cont a ct Bruce. 8 6 2-34 7 8 for Marybeth, Kim P., Tricia, Chris S., ChrisG.~ 
appointments Stacy, Sar.ab, Darcy, Ann, _Michelle and 
Papers, resumes and letter prepared M_a-'-_ u_re_e_n_!_., ___________ _ 
professionally · and quickly by 9 to 5 To my molesters - It was such a 
Secretarial Service, String Bridge, Exeter, traumantic weekend being' held hostage 
NH (603) 772-9585 by you bunch of heated h·ooters. Begin 
ELLEN- NEXT TIME YOUR UP WHY NOT 
· STOP BY AND SAY. HI???????? 
BurgerB,,oy and Birdman -Good luck at the 
mub pub tonight. I know everyone is going 
to want to go out dancing and celebrating. 
I hope it turns out great ---DANCING TO 
VIDEOS AT THE MUB FRIDAYNIGHT--
- STOP BY AND C~~~-it:faWc;~t a job! 
_Mark-Let Karen do some school work -
Hey Dan Leave -the girls alone for a while 
and GET SOME SLEEP. 
MJ I WENT-NOW ITS YOUR TURN? . 
MDF-We.1I, well , well I just wa-nted to -tell 
you that I think ypu're wonderfl:ll! L_ove 
· and kisses Cin 
· JOBS WON 'T COME TO YOU! Go to t11e 
jobs at the SUMMER JOB FAIR in ttie 
MUB_ Gran ite State Room, Wednesday, 
February 22, 10 00 t_o 4 00 p.m. 
VIDEO J DANCINGI! TONIGHT AT THE 
MUB-PUt3 Featuring MUSIC and·VIDEOS 
BY "$0UNDS GOOD' '_ For only 50¢ you 
can get the be.st in MUSIC, LIGHTS AND 
VIDEOS 
C)o,~r A pril : v ~H--f ::trP ~ ~Pn~iti\,p , P r P- Ri t i\/P., 
str'ong, .warm, intelligent loving and 
wonderful person. Many people love you 
a lot!! Don't forg.et it r 
Commuters-Be a senator. We need 10 
commuters from various area cities 
conce-rned about commuter and resident 
issues-. See Dan Carr-Student Senate 
office. · · 
iua%~t e~ap~~~:n~~try~~~~ ~rr:~~ed~ ~~~i~2gr:;~~~~g &a~ritT~:p~~~o~f:ii; :~ 
do resumes, · reports, charts and graphs, 
bound and · blindfolded was a totally 
' - negative exper ience! But worst of all is 
the new "Doo". ·The women are not 
pleased with the rtew look. The LEster 
look-ye·s-but the T-bird look, no! I feel that 
you must pay for your crime and the 
women assure me that you Will. .. someday 
. Signed, Lester 
T-Flan-Okay here's the persor " vou 
requested. Thanks for the entertc. .mt 
at dinner. Your barbaric instincts and 
animal mannerisms were worth 
individual needed for 8 week program. 58 Main ~.t-reet, Durham. 868-1925. Up 
-Responsible for: planriing, - st aff the stairs·between Classic Cone and Red 
supervision, Red Cross swim program Carpe-t _ · 
and leadersh ip of camp. Minimum -;._.;.._;;.._c,,;;._.;.. .. _-:_-;..-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-..::,.----
~ ~~I~~~~~ ~~•r in 3m1t~a/s o;hi;~~~I ·I Personals . .-_ · __ , ___ :, -,,,---1,, 
experience in camp setting. Self-
motivated, responsible, creative · 
individual_ who enjoys kids. Thorough ------- -----
knowledge of sports, games, swimming. L~st~- a wooden WILSO-N tennis racket in 
Arts, t:heatre background helpful. Salary: tt1e vicinity of Durha,m.Shopping Center :, 
$6/ hour, 35-40 hours a wek. Send contact Kaz at (603) 862-3286, Rooin 
resume! Newmarket REcreation and 210, Babcock · -- · -
Parks, 'rown Hall : Newmarket N.H. 03857 
WANTED: Creative, energetic individual 
to w0rk consistently 2-4 hours per week, 
placing an_d filling posters on campus. 
Earn $.500 or more each school year. 1-
800-243-6679 
If you have our wandering cat "Bunty'' '. we 
thank you for taking care of him, bu~ we 
would like him back. Part -Persian;)iger 
with white chest and paws,lots ofb(f~rs in 
coat 'Lost, vicinity 0f 0.R. elementary 
school. Call 868-7131, l~ave mei,sage, . 
Thanks. · 
To Marek, Dave. Tony,-Janiceandtherest 
of the PEP BAND: Wish I could be at the 
-rest of the UNH games,, but no ride. Hope 
to see you next year, .. or sooner. Keep 
Eileen out of trouble, and take it easy. 
Murrny, send me some homemade wine. 
_ ·,;Come.on Eileen"s" -sister 
YOU are not alone - -2 recent studies 
show that almost 25% of women in 
college have been raped or assaulted. If 
you are one of them ... Support Group. 
Tuesda-y 12':30 - 2 pm. Contact Hoxie 
Wolfe at counseling and Testing. 
Jacques,. Please help me deal with this 
situation. I don't know if-I can. It has been 
really hard. I want it to work: AII my love, 
!-lolmes 
- appetizers and tip on Sunday. Enjoy the 
weekend . Thanks for the rose, Jen 
Kathy-I'm glad you are back and better -
FINALLY. Keep up the cheery mood. L&K, 
Cin -_ ✓ _ _ 
PETE D .-Happy Birthday, Sniper! · 
Tonight will be a celebration, but we "ll all 
have · to really make up for Sunday on 
another day. Our friendship is special to 
me and yes I even value your notorious 
sincerity. I'm so happy you're having such 
a wonderful season. Good luck tonight. 
All my love, m.l. (!) always, Jennifer. P.S. 
Hi Nicki! - -
Pam; here is the public apology I promised 
I am very, very sorry I was so late that we 
missed ·our Valentine's celebration. I 
really _ did fall asleep stuyding iri the 
library. Th,u;iks for being so patient and 
understanding. I promise it will be worth it 
in the long run. Love you Pete 
ENTREPRENEURS/ SALESPEOPLE, ACT 
NOW! National Company seeks 
aggressive sa lespeo-ple to see I 
sunglasses. P 0. 0540 Brown University, 
Providence R.I. 02912 
W1;1nted immediately t e lephone 
Solicitors . No selling . Call for and secure 
qualities appointments only. Call Elliott 
Coo 8 6 8 · 7 0 6 6 . $ 4 5 0 / h-r p I u s 
c9mmiss1on. 
My PKC-We did it-a year! Can you believe 
it? We ' re celeb'ra/ing our first 
annive_rsary . Boy ~m I so lucky! And tq 
think, this is just tht1_ beginning~we have • G.0unselors - Ov~rnight girls camp has 
so much more ahead of us. · ~ tcoperaings ... f.or · c0.ti.r,i sel.011-s--i.nstr.uctors in 
Eric and l<.en and·John We miss you guys! 
Did you forget your pals in the pit? Happy 
1:.ate V-day. Did you get our flowers? No- · 
oh well, lost in tl:)e mail I guess. See ya! 
Cin and _Kathy 
I_,, Mllc_'°"-:,u_· I~ 
$100 K2 -710 Comp skiis 190 cm w / lok 
N57 bindings (brakes) used one season 
tuned recently pl·us pair of strapless Scott 
poles. $20 -Dovre X-country racing comp. 
ski is 200 cm _ Never used; no bindings $15 
pr . Scott poles w / st(aps. 868-1420. Suzy 
1979 Honda Accord Hatchback. 5 speed, 
A / C, AM / FM. new michelins and 
exhaust. One owner, excellent co'ndition, 
regular ·ga,s. ASking $3900. 1975 Honda 
Civic CVCC Hatchback . Hondamatic. New 
Maichelins and exhaust On eowner, 
excell entcondition, low mileage, reliable, 
regualr gas. asking $2500 742-1802· 
after 3 00. 
c'ameras - Chance of a lif€Hime; record 
your memories in f)hotographs : All 
cameras are in m int condition and have 
bben used sole ly for professional 
equipment testing 1._ Pentax LX system 
$400 Black bci{ly , 5.0mm/ 14 lens, .. 
autowinde'r, eyelev-el viewfinaer 2. 
Pentax _ME s ·uper $150, body-,. 
50mm / 107 lens. autowinder 3. Minolta · 
x '. 700 $150, blacKbodV: 5D.mm / 1.4 lens. 
4. Olympus OM -10 Quattz $150, B[ack 
body,. 50mm / 1 .4 lens 5. Contax 139. 
Quartz, $200, black body, 50 mm / 1.7 
lens 6. Minolta CLE, $300, .body, 90mm / 
4..0 lens 7. Olympus xA:·1, S508. Yashica 
Five Star Autofocus, ·s50_ You won't see 
'prices like this anywhere! Call 749 -9311 
evenings - best cl1ari,ce after 9 -pm . 
i 976 Che,;,ette . . 6.7:000 miles, 2 door 
atuo. hatchb-ac~-- • No ru.stl Sanyo 
AM/ FM / Cassette ,:(Au.to reverse) $1250 
er 8.0. Call Dave ai 868-1385" -
1'976 Dodge Dart Sport Coupe.- Slant six 
-,-- AC/ PS Stereo Cassette - All new 
radials - many new pans no rust - Body 
and interior perfect --:-- garaged winters 
and meticulously maintained, Inspected 
and ready to go $2200 or B.O. 868-1687 
For Sale - Audi Fox 1977 - FWD, great 
in snow. New Transmission . Radial Tires: 
N·eeds -paint Job but otherwise great 
condition.-Call 868-2801 or-1-434-4494. 
$1500/ B.O , 
l'ech_nics Stereo Rf;ceiver, 30 Watts per 
c)'iannel, model IISA-222(1982), Digital 
display, Call Mark (Rm. 109) 2-3675 or 
868-9864 
1975 Peugeot; 504 Sedan - Diesel, 
Sunroof, AM / FM steroe, radials, 4speed, 
maroon, mech,rn1cal condition excellent. 
No rust $25oo·or bes't ofter Ca ll 749-9311 
_Wedding ·invitations ~ ·prices are low in 
Idaho! 100 custom printed orily $7.95. 
Send for fre.e samples to Gina's :206 East 
Main, RExb_urg, Idaho 83440: For 1st 
Cl.ass postage, send 50¢ 
Let 's do more fun things tog~ther- tenr!4~¥"aterfront, (WSI, sailing, -ski~ng, 
especiallywith "the bear." "Whatareyou ~ s01all ~.rafts),- athletics , gymo~st,cs,_ 
crying for?" "Stupidhead_." " No kiddin'.'.' ~~-9;1s ( cra_fts, pioneering, photo§raphy, 
California here we come . Thank you for -. orama, dance, computer, R.N., gener.al 
being my best friend in thewbole 'world. counselors. WR1te. Andrew: Rosen,-Point 
_Lisa V & J~lie V., I thought 'I'd say hello. 
Julie we still should get together to go 
swimming Don't forget to keep the 25th 
open. (SWR) Lis;:i we'll have to go out to 
Nick's ag·ain soon. Sue fvl_ , 
ILY PKC with all m heart. AGJ O Pines Camp, 221 . Harvard Avenue, 
' Y Swarthmore, PA 19081 
·Jess sayv you - at the Quarterde_ck · 
Restaurant-Saturday Feb. 4th . Happy _ 
Birthday!!! . The Hostess -RSVP. P.S, 
Happy Valentines Day 
David-way to scqre two big .ones and one _ 
assist. I ju'st wisli,i could h!3ve been there . 
I love you· honey,! Jan P.S. You·· owe me ---
one-remember! 
To -the born-again Crewton, also kn6wn 
as the ·prodigal daughter of.crew. rt;; is -is 
where your heart !ruly:lies; so get in gear 
- a fl d "b Io w . doors' · a g a i n st t he 
compe_titio_n. O.C.- P:S. Don't ever fee.I like 
you have to wait til -the com,mercials 
Irene-This -is y·our belaj ed, Valentine·s· 
message. F_or the past 28 rnonths we've 
gone through three Valentine's days and 
each one has been _ better: than the one 
before it. I hope the-next 100 Valentine"s 
days are be.tier than the One that Just went 
by . I love you ·forever. Mike ·, -
Pretzel' I -hope you realize that you are 
going _to .ene0unter major trouble this 
weekend': J'Wdistract you from that ugly T-
day yet!·! Thanks _ for bri•nging the magic 
· __ north once aga·in . Gumby 
ViDEO ·DANCING!! TONiGHT AT THE 
. 1\/lUB-PUB-F.eatur-ing MUSIC and VIDEOS 
BY "'SOUNDS -GOOD". For only 50¢ yot,.J 
can get -the best ir:i MUSIC, LIGHTS and 
VIDEOS. ' -
Dearest- Michael, Here's ._ the personal 
you've been complaining about 
getting_ . serious I y .. '. ·i h a_n ks for 
everything .. spontaneity-at the NEC, 
snuggling, you're such ·a puppy!!-Sat 
night even though yoµ · ~were sick, 
chocolate (ruffles--. everyt hing :here's to-
smoking in the dark a·nd tons· of blistex 
and a red chinese ja'ckeL-xoxoxo PS. 
Thanks for a great Valeri,tines Day!! -
Kris babes!! I just wanted to tel l you that I 
think you are a super terrif.1c wonderful 
friend! Someday soon Guido will surface 
and life as you know it wil l not be the 
same. 
To my best friend in the world ,Yes, I do 
believe Tn MELCO, you sex machine, you! 
Bogey ... you·re th_e most special person in 
my life, and I've never been happier 
·Thanks for 15 wonderful months of 
·: fr iendship caught fire." Love you! He id 
Attention Seniors.!! If you would like to 
beconrn '. involved in . Senior soc ia l 
activities for May · 1984 i.e . Senior ball, 
picnic, boozt;, cruise, barbecue, etc. please 
attend the genera l meetin·g Feb. 22,600 
p.m. CarrOI! Room. MUB. · 
Jim-We may not be "cool" in Dove_r, but 
our water is fluoridated! Can you sa·y t_hat 
about Worcester? Love Julia · ' 
Dan -Wanna bet Will iam Loeb is ,n hell? · 
Abbie 
Masiage? Muscular Tension Therapist -
· offers deep . tissue, swedish / Esalen and 
accupressure body work for relaxation · 
and relif f r.0rn tir,ed, -aching, fat igued . 
·muscles. Call 862-2'149 loi .J:erry Dunne._ 
Big- Brother '·doesn't want you · to think · 
-seriously about UFOs, but I sugg~sCthat 
Vou_ do so . Ask for the bookle't-Wfi_AT YOU 
NEE0 TO KNOW, at Towri'..and-. Camp.YS, 
You w ill learn now. strange. 1_984 rElally isr 
Elizabeth D'-Angelo __: We ~ave the info' 
you need at the NH Business Office Call 
or stop by, Asld.or Bill 
O 
- • 
Videos - you can dance to_ bot l:i Musie and 
lights or ycl'ur favorite videos for -50¢ _ 
tonight in the MUB · PUB. Fe_aturing: 
Sounds Good · 
Yo pup i" yeah that's you wamser. Sorry 
this is late but happy birthday anyways 
·-You better look o·JJt for those teas and bees 
or you'll be taxed tonight 
Jacqui, I-wish February would come more 
oftefl . I've had a blast. Let's continue ·to 
have more times like we have'. love 
always. Ken 
. Be.ast, I thought i 'a say ·hi . Did 'you· see it 
this time If _ I get the :j.ob I may get the 
"butterfly" _sooner then - spring break 
Lei's ' get together -~ th is weeke.nd. , 
MoultonburgH , 
Enjoy Oriental o'elights in t he MUB 
Ca-feteri,a this -Friday. Celebrate the. 
Chinese .New Year with Golden Fried 
F-lice, Bud.dha's .-Feast of Stir-Fry 
·vegeta,bles or Forb'idden· City Sweet ,and 
Sour pork. The alternativP. to Lee's. 
··we nee.d men and women to model spring 
fashions for a special New Hampshire 
-supplement. Today is the deadline-so 
apply before two o'clock in room 108 .in 
the MUB. 
Tim T.!! Yes yoti!! We just wanted to wish 
you a very Happy 20th Birthday. Go wiid,!! 
From you friends at Sawyer. 
Bubbi & Wags sorry about last week's 
personal. I didn"t include you (I didn"t 
· mean to qverlook you guys, honest), but -
realy, I · didn't forget you. Your mere 
_ presence helped me through 48 hrs. 
__ Thanks,_ love Arig. · 
- Attention Sen·iors!! If you would iike to Mike: To my favorite Valentine. This. is a 
becoine i'nvolved in Sen'ior : Social late personal, just so I could wish you a 
activities' for May 1984, ie. -senior ba ll , - . Happy Valentines Day and Happy 2nd 
picnic, booze-cruise, barbecue, e'tc ,'please _ ·Anniversary again. l_t's been two fantastic , 
attend the gener;:il meeting Feb 22, 6:·oo . ~ years that can't be beat Th.e. gciod tim·es·· 
pm Carroll Room, MUB · · · and memories we share ·are only just 
LOST: Ladies Gold Pulsar watch, between 
Still_ings and . Sub Stop last Tuesday. 
Sentimental value. · Reward offered. 
Jackie 868-9816, Stoke 417. 
Kath-Have a great weel<e.nd!! I know 
WILL Love ya, Sye 
Ellen? -Ellen? Ellen? Ellen? Ellen? 
beginning. We can't -forget the rough 
times either, but we've ·always held- on 
, and seen each other through. Thank you 
for a·tways being there. "Cqmparatively 
speaking", you '. re incredible! And no 
matter what anyone else says, y9ur alias 
is "ROCKY", not "ROCKLESS: '!! "Let's 
make the ' best of things when we're 
together, Forever and Ever." R.R. Love 
Julia- Hope the personals are working for ~always, Cheryl P.S. That . was another 
you -the job starts sunday. Birthday and Valentines Day l'lf never 
Happy Birthday Lisa, Love, L,rnri forget.. · 
/\ ILI!.urc UN/1 tunncr. 
ca69r lo !lll h ic'3 
[at.her.$ , {rack-c'3hOCc5 
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VIDEOS-You can dance to both MUSIC 
and LIGHTS or your favorite VIDEOS for 
50¢ TONIGHT IN THE "MUEl PUB 
Featuring: SOUNDS GOOD 
Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, northeastern 
Penna. Co-ed children's camp. Interested 
in Resident Assistants and other students 
who.really love children. Our speciality is 
our warm · and caring atmosphere. 12 
Allevard St, Lido Beach, NY 11561. 
(Include your telephone number) 
To: Daffy, Dr. Doom, Obi~Wan, Princess, 
Shakey, No Slack, Chuckie, Spoon, Geek, 
Vic, Commando, Seep, Jabba, Chief Fish: 
, VTW, Y.T.H., Daisy, Sleepy, Walkman; 
KAT, and even the Toad. Thanks for the 
support, I really needed it . I remember 
_ when Darth Vit um was our only da,rk :'-
sider. Now those cyclons are in our 
FOR.CE-. So take it from one who -knows, 
beware of those upstairs doors, they may . 
slam before you get _ your fingers out. 
keepir1g it under 55,· 10-2 . 
OVERSEAS JOBS .. Summer year round 
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All 
fields $900-$2,000 mo. Sightseeing, free 
- information write IJC, PO Box 52 -NH 
c orona oer IVlgr, C A ~2020 · 
To the Mo-Men and Mo 0 Women of Hetzel _ 
Third: As much as I "hate" yo.u all, the 
floor and the walls, you 're an incredible 
bunch, Thank~ for the help, acceptance 
and friendship. Please, please-allow me to 
enjoy a hot towel. Thanks again ... oohhh 
Kay .. From .the Mo-man not goirg to 
Ber-muda. -
To the g'irls of JD2. Fa-mous quotes! Ta~ie 
rum it up! As ,I hit the piddle, Helen? A -
ruptured Marea, good god! Want to see 
Steph's bruised cheek? Can I cry on your 
tholder? Kristin thinks its for Helen"s 
Barbie-doll! You wa nna hang out of the 
window, Helen? I don"t _ regret reatjng,! 
W~II guys r cheers to th_e rest of the 
semester! Katie-Mae - _ -
To our favorite engineers (er ... ex-
loungette). It took us a while to.figure out 
who our secret Valentine's were but 
suddenly; it came to us! (That's what she 
said) Why would someone return butter at 
midnight? Believe me, wit-h such a 
beautiful gift as yours (not to mention 
appropriate) It was well worth it! Thanks, 
we'll love you guys forever!'Jen & Cath. 
P.S. I mean, Juleo-1 can't wait til the day, I 
_ meet your future husband ... FRANK! 
UNH _ NURSING UNIFORMS FOR SALE. 
PATCHES INCLUDED. CALL KATIE FOR 
MORE INFORtt TION AT 868-7565. 
It's ·only one ~eek .away!!! That 's right! · 
Alpha Zeta's annual Career Day, for all 
students in Life Science.and Agriculture. 
If you want to find out more about 
employment opportuniti"E:!"$', ttien·· come -
to-the Strafford Room of the MUB. on 
Friday, Feb 24. between 11 and 4. Talk to 
company representatives _ or just browse 
to· get an idea of jobs av~ilable. -
Liz, i'have ·admir-ed you from afar, as you -
sit in the Advertising Office. A Secret 
Admirer 
H-I Z-I - P~P- E-R-H- E- A-D, H-
0 - W A-R-E- Y-0- U? D-0 Y-0-
U W:-A-N-T - T:_O G-0 D- O-W-N 
T-0 T-H- E C-0-R- R-A- L W -
1-c-T-H M-E? H- Y-U-K, H- Y- U--, 
K, fei -Y-U-K. Y-0- U K- N-O- W 
- V\'.-H- 0! . 
VIDEOS-You ciiln dance to both MUSIC 
and LIGHTS or your favorite' VIDEOS FOR 
50¢ TONIGHT IN THE MUB PUB 
Featuring: SOUNDS GOOD -
To ·ttie Sisters of Delta le.ta, Once again 
we would like t9 express our sincerest 
' thanks to you for allowing t,.Js · intG your 
home last .evening for rush. Your 
continued support is very much ' 
appredated, and will not be forgotten. 
Ooce again, thanks. And goo_d luck with 
your pledge class this semester. -
Sincerely; · The Brothers of Phi· Kappa -
Theta _ 
Hey Purpte:Hussey! I miss ya. 
SPORTS COVERAGE in the · NJ~w 
Ha1i1pshire is unfair and narrow minded! 
We.' tlie opt\qminded sports fans of UNH 
must tlo something about this. If a sport 
YOLI loye is noi covered adequat_ely, then 
do- it ·your"st;lfl Y.es, believe it or not, t_he 
New lrla!11pshire is a st.udent,pubJ1cct1ion 
The1 efore if no students W<J•llt to cover iJ 
certain sport ing ·event, It; doesn.'t get 
covered . Th1s_1s n·oi the Bos'.ton Globe, w ~) 
Cell~-, force'· peQl,)_le' to do/ anyth-1ng _ So 
instead oJ -c,was_t1ng yoLi t1i11e writing 
letters to ·1he· editor, write sports for the 
New _Hampshire_! All idteresred people 
sho(Jid contnct'R ay Ro.ut'hit)r at 2--1592 or 
868-9787 or -drop by ·1he NH office, rm 
151 in tlwMUB ' 
''I'd-love to ~ave/ <?.very sport at UNI-{" said 
Ray Routh.ier 111 a recent Sports Illustrated 
in.terview,"But I simply don't have the 
staff to do 11. ·I _ heed people who are 
dedica ted, re l iable and willing _to face a 
ch;:illenge. Alot of people talk about l1ow 
bad my spoits page is, but nobody wants 
· to help. " · 
L_;1uit'.l,llove you . Bert 
THE CLUB l09 wolr ld like to pay spec1a1· -
tllanks to arcll1tect supreme William 
Tp1kelenberg_ for his fabulous desigi1i1-1g 
ofnewfacilit1esat the CLUB 109. 'Williail1 
' is a good f.ri'end of mi,ne· said Jim -
Guillemette , 'His tnlent is unsurpassed, 
and the Club his great ly indebted to him 
for his dille.g-enf and masterful work' 
THE CLUB 109 comes alive this weekend . 
Owner Jim Guillt!111ett'e ii'ivites you to the 
Grand Re-opening of his newly 
remoclel!-!cl facilities Saturclay :Night is 
Ladies Nrgllt, laclies get in for _ free. 
f>ARTY -P~RTY PARTY . PARTY PARTY . 






~ . DRS. All£ & MENARD 
-~ · OPTOM£TRJS~e~osCoo" 
Durham. NH 
---------LAB-----------
< continued from pa-ge J) 
held aboard the boat. so 
experiments and equipment as 
well as ·the planning of the 
program can be explained. 
ct"C\\ of the l--loating Lab. 
The Lab "provides a unique 
opporturnty for students and 
teachers to · ha \ ·e a face-to-face 
encounter with th(; ocean. using 
the oceanographic equipment 
on hoard," Sharon Meeker, 
director of the Floating Lab 
said ·. 
Meeker is personally 
responsible for training all the 
instructors. who include UN H 
students Avram Primack and 
Lauren Fellows. as well as 
Debbie Ballou of Normandale 
Associates and Tim Dvwer of 
Arthur Mo~ton Associ~tes. 
. I 
•t/c · cxaminalic1ny, 
868-1012 
Durham Hours : 
•l )crma lcn/i ex le nclccl 1r1<.:'<J, · le !lJj(\}j 
Mon .. Tues 
Th11rs Fri 9-c, 
•l)oh'cc.:,n .:;aJj nc·rmeahlc lcn,')c,}j -
/ L ,-
·4 76 Ct,nlral Avt, . 
' .Dovt;i r , NH 
742 -5719 9( 'on! ac~/ /en~ rcplaccmcnl 
•TinUn0 ~1nd rcpairc') 
Oovur Hour~; · 
Moll 1 l1l11>: r11 9 :1 
W1:cl S.11 _:l 1 '2 




Join the thousands of students who 
have earned college credits studying 
abroad in CCIS programs 
Affordable, quality programs with 




FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN 
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES 
12 - 1 SCREDITS 
SUMMER PROGRAMS 
. AT TRINITY COLLEGE 
DUB.LIN 
Dr. John J. McLean 
Mohegan Community College 
Norwich, CT 06360 
886-1931 X243 
_ COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES . 
Commuters: 
. ' ----'~--=-- --k ~ E -" 
__..;:w 
The Floating Lab was 
started serveral years ago, 
when the present owner of the 
Lab, . Bill Eastman was a 
teacher at Trident 1-1 igh School 
in Massachusetts. 
Eastman received a Title 
- Fou,: Education Grant. and 
used it to develop the Marine 
Studies Center at Trident High 
School. When Eastman\ funds 
ran out, the UNI-I Sea Grant 
Marine Advisory renewed the 
grant. , 
·Eastman iatcr left Trident 
Hit:.h s._•hool lllld hccltllh.' ,1 
lisherman a,nd member or the 
Meeker said. "Since New 
Hampshire has only 13 miles of 
coastline, it's best that as many 
students as possibl<; take 
advantage of what we ha\e_" 
Not onlv does the Floatin!.! 
Lab give high school student~ 
an invaluable · experience. but 
also, according fo Meek er, it 
gives UN H students and others 
to rrnt their knowledge into 
_ practice. 
'' 
lhe ad\ isor for the program 
is Herbert Tischter, head or the 
Earth Sciences Department at 
the U nviersity. 
The Float ing Lab trips run 
twice a day between May 14 
and 25. Those who would like 
more · information on the La~ 
are urged to contact Sharon 
Meekers at the New England 
Center Administration 
Building. T,:L: 86J - 115:'\ . 
V alentint: •s Uay -Hlood Drive · workers _included (left to right) Mark Skilling ( Phi Kappa Theta). 
Jarry Stearns ~nd Anne Heburt. (Heidi_~hitty ph~t_ -
Crcatiott I £vohdiott 
Is Creation-ism Valid? 
Come -hear att alterttative view -
Qv. Willia111 Wick. speaker. has debated 
over radio and al. Darl.nK'iulh Collc()c. 
There will be a 
queslion - answer period followin8 
Become a Stude-nt se·natOr! _ 
Parsons LlOl 7:00 - 8:30 pm _ 
Tuesday. t1 cbruary 21st 
• Student Senate is looking for IO commuter senators 
for the remainder_ of the academic year. 
•No Experience necessary . 
. _•·Great oppor~tinity for future positions. 
• For more informatio·n and an application come to 
the Student Senate Office Room 130 MU B. 
u --NH · lcewomen 
down Colby 5-1 
By Steve Garabedia'n 
Led by Sara McKay's two 
goals UN H women's hockey 
blew open _ a close game to 
defeat Colbv 5- 1. 
Late . in tlie first period with 
the score knotted at one, 
UNH's relentless pressure 
finally paid off. At 17: 17 Janet 
Siddall scored to put UN H 
ahead to - stay, assisted by 
Lauren Apollo and Robin 
Balducci . On a three on one 
breakout Apollo fed Balducci 
who was too deep, but she was 
. able · to pass· it out front to 
Siddall who fired it home. 
McKa,· then took over the 
scoring blasting two slapshots 
game. Balducci scoring first at 
0:23 assisted by Terry Strack 
and Apollo. Colby came back 
to tie it whe11 Colby's Anne 
Whittemore scored a power 
play goal assisted by Alicia 
Curtin. Curtin rushed. it into 
the UN H zone, swung around 
the net and passed _ it to 
Whittemore who flipped it past 
UN H goalie Kathy Kazmaicr. 
UN H's next . game is at ~ 
Providence, a very strong team. 
They have give_n UNH their 
onl" two losses of the season .. 
J • • 
The next home game 1s c1.gamst 
Brown on Feb. 23 at 7:00 p .m. 
UNH record now i-t~indi- at 14-
2. 
·past the beleag'uered Colby's 
goalie Rebecca R iecks ... The 
first one in the second period at 
16:33 from Vivienne Ferry to 
put UNH up 3- 1. Her ~econd 
goal was in third penod ~t 
11:10 assisted by Balducci. 
CORRECTION . 
1
The women's hockey team beat Colby Colle2e la.st_ ni2ht, 5-1 at Snivelv Arena.(Jim Mill_ard photo) 
- Joanie Heisey closed out the 
scoring at 13:08 of the third 
period with an unassisted goal. 
It \\ as i ncorrcctl~ reported in 
lhe A·('\\' Hampshire that UN H 
men,\ hockc, team memhcr 
Jam'cs Richn;ond · is suffering 
from a separated shouldL'r and 
received a shot of cortisone 
hdt)re a UNH hockey game. 
Richmond is not suffering from 
a separated s-houldcr. 
According t(\ the director or 
UN H Health Scrcics Dr. Peter 
Patterson. no athlete at UN H 
rccei\ cs a lea-gal dosage or 
cortisone treatment from UN H 
Health Services before playing 
in a UNH sporting event. 
J n final relay 
The game started off with a 
bang whe·n two goals were 
scored in the first mi nut~ of the 
Men's switnteam 
heats . Northeastern L--'-- .:.,__ _ ___ ---'-----,--..:__ _ __ ---:;:.,: ,_~, 
By Ann C. Sullivan Lowell's Vice Dom•ire who 
Women's diving team Shines 
By Meg Baker . . 
Not many people know tnat 
· there's a UNH Women's 
Div.ing . team. · In fact - the 
Women's Athletic Banquet 
didn't even acknowledge it as a 
separate team from - the 
swirnming team . But it does 
exist. . 
In the past years the diving 
. team has .made a remarkable 
comeback after · a · switch of 
coaches . Tray Sleeper took 
over the team and has been 
building up its talents since 
1981. 
Among these talents are 
sophomore Annabel.le Lowrie 
from Evanston , Illinois. She 
had an excellent season as a 
freshman placing eighth on one 
meter and sixth on three meter 
in the N cw·· England Cham- -
pionship's at Springfie.ld_ 
College . She also qualified for 
the Division II National 
Championships in Long Beach, 
California, the first diver to go 
to the nationals since 1981. 
Two very prom1s1ng 
freshmen joined the team this 
year, Mimi Golden, from 
Newton, Massachusetts, arid 
Anne Miller~ from Bau·_i_ng_ton ,: 
Illinois. The three divers have 
_ put .-up some very tough 
competition. UNH was 
undefeated and Lowrie had six 
first places in the first three 
meets of the season · again.lit 
UVM, UConn, and North-
eastern. Sue Bales, a senior 
from Boston College, was in 
top form and beat out Lowrie 
on both boards in their fourth 
meet: Anne Miller had an 
excellent day and dove one of 
her best one meter scores of 
198.00. Golden had her best 
ever three meter score of 180.60 
and it was only her fourth time 
ever cornpeting on three meter. 
The second semester started 
off very well for Lowrie. She 
came in with her season's ·best 
one meter score of 217 .35 
against Dartmouth. The next 
meet against · Springfield 
Colle_ge was bittersweet. 
Lowrie was seconded by four 
t~IJths'" oJ a p.oint to Tina Shay _ 
on one meter but received her 
career high t-hree meter score of 
233.15, less than 12 points from 
qualifying for the nationals. 
The three had little trouble 
. doing weJI in their la~t three 
· meets. Anne Miller had an 
excellent show in their meet 
aga.inst U Ma.ine where she had 
her career high one meter score 
· of 207.00. 
The regultir season ended 
this past weekend against 
U Mass. Now they'll be training 
hard for the next two weeks 
preparing for the New England 
Champioriships at U Maine 
February 24-26. If they quaJify, 
'the nationals are in the Hofstra 
Pool, Long Island, New York 
in March. -
1r--HOCKEY---\ 
( continued from pa~e 24) 
McAllister then tallied again 
with a slapshotat the 14 minute 
mark to secure the .game for 
UNH. 
Lee admitted the Wildcats 
may have · been looking past 
· Dartmouth before the game. 
"You try not to look past them, 
but with them 2-19, us coming 
off a big win and . with a big 
·game coming up Friday ( B.C.) -
made it tough ~" · 
UN H is now just percentage 
points behind Boston College, 
and with a win Friday would 
· overtake B.C. in the battle for 
the third home ke slot. The 
winner of the Ivy league gains 
an automatic home ice birth , 
despite an ·anemic record. Members of the women's ~iving team in action earlier this 
season.( Bob t' 1sher photo). 
· The men's swim team victqry leads New England in the 200 
over Northeastern Tuesday ffy. _ Another potential 
night was a culmination of life - champion is Bob Schuler in the 
time best performances, and I 00 fly or the sprints (50 and 
indications of what is to come 100 free), which he won against 
at the N .E. Championships. NU. 
The meet came down to the last The fast swimming seemed 
relay as UN H - surprized endless as four veterans 
.Northeastern 63-50. chalked up more life time bests. 
- Team spirit was abundant as and individual victories in each 
freshman Flip- Hugo _sparked event. -Senior Steve Fernandes 
the team with an exciting 500 turned in a lifetime be'st in the 
free in which he emerged 200 backstroke as Steve 
victorious, broke the freshman Moreau took first place. Both 
· record and hit . a - personal the Warren brothers, Steve and 
lifetime best swim. Rob had a good meet. Steve 
"I was really psyched with just missed his UNH 200 
how we did in the 500 - it breaststroke record while 
makes the outlook for the New brothe'r R 6lf liad his best time 
Englands exciting," Hugo this year in the 200 fly ana 
commented. Following right continues to drop a whole 
on Hugo's trail was Gino second each time he races. 
Margarino who had a lifetime f:Iitti!lg yet another person~! 
personal best in the 500 and 1If~t1m_e _best was _Chris 
won the 200 free with an _ Sw1rlbhss m the 1000 free. 
impressive time. , - There will be s·ome more fast 
UN H has a lot to be excited swimming · Friday · night at 7 
about with - so man~' out- p.m. as UNH hosts nationally 
standi•ng times being turned _in ranked Boston University and 
before the _ championships, A then the swimmers will 
few swimmers have a chance to participate in the New England 
be champions in their events at · ln_te_rcollegiate ?wim!lling and 
N. E.'s including Alan Stuart. , D1vmg Ch~mp_1ons~1ps to be 
Last Saturday Stuart beat U- held at Spnngf1eld -~ollege. 
Wrestler's final test 
The UN H wrestling team ends its season-this Saturday with ·, 
a home meet against Boston University and Maine at3 p.m. · 
UN H anq BU are the tcip two contenders for the New England 
championships, to be held at BU February 25 and 26. 
. . 
Garber Coach of the Year 
DURHAM - University of New Hampshire lacrosse 
coach Ted Garber has been named Division I Coach of the 
Year by the New England Intercollegiate Lacrosse 
Association. 
Garber, in his fifth year as head lacrosse mentor, led the 
-Wildcats to an impressive 10-3 record, the best UNH mar~ in 
25 year s. New . Hampshire won its second consecutive · 
Northeast Championship and was ranked 14th in the country. 
In 1983, Garber was selected as an assistant coach for the 
North squad in the annual North-South All-Star game. He 
coached recent Wildcat All-Americans John Fay, Chad Doe · 
-and Steve Glover. 
Garber was a four-year letterwinner at UNH, graduating in 
1975 as one of the all-time leading scorers. 
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Wildcats fight off Terriers at foul line 
By Steve Langevin 
The Wildcats made eight of 
nine free throws in the final 
minute to stave off the Boston 
· University Terriers 77 -70 last 
night, in a North Atlantic 
Conference contest . before . a 
lively Lundholm Gym crowd._ 
"It was a great win for tis," 
commented UN H head coach 
Gerry Friel. _ 
UN H headed into that final 
minute leading the Terriers 69-
66 after HU 's Gary Plummer 
conver.ted ,a three-point play . . 
Over the next thirty-five 
seconds the Wildcats got four , 
free throws from Rodney 
Johnson, while B. U . countered 
with a pair of lay-ups to bring 
the score to 73-70 with twenty-
five seconds left in the game .. · 
The Wildcats continued their 
excellent foul shooting in the 
final minute by making four of 
five iri the fast twenty-five 
seconds to clinch it. 
UN H had come into the 
second · half holding a 37-34 · 
lead and quickly added two 
more to thei.r lead when Todd 
Black hit a jumper from the left 
baseline. B. U. was far from 
finished however and 
outscored the 'Cats 13-3 over 
the next 4:30 to go ahead 47-42. 
The Wildcats ca me right 
back at the Terriers with a 14-6 
spurt of their own to catapult 
bac k into the lead 56-53 .with 
10:21 remaining. UNH senior 
guard Al McClain did the bulk 
of the work during that stretch 
netting _IO points. IN YOUR F A(:E- Rodney Johnson ( 12) and Ted DiGrande try to block a shot against Bl! Wednesday night. The Wildcats won, 
The teams traded a couple.of , 77-70.(Jim Millard photo) 
baskets before McClain and the ___ haff the Terriers held a 
· reserve center Ted Di Grande slight edge most of the time and 
~rnred back-to-back hoops. led 24-21 with 6: 11 remaining 
Digrande's a dunk that gave the in the half. The Wildcats then 
Wildcats a 65-61 lead. The got production from their three 
Terriers would pull within two . big scorers for the evening · 
points but could never draw (McClain. Johnson and 
even. Briqge), as they combined for 
The first half story was the next ten points swinging the 
reserve forward Ty Bridge. who inomenturri and the lead over 
came off the bench to make six to UNH. 
of six from the field for 12 first McClain led all scorers once 
half points. , again with 31 points. 21 in the 
"He really sparked us." said_ second half. Rodney Johnson 
Friel. "I ·was really happy for _ and Ty Bridge each contributed 
him." 14 points off the bench. 
Over_ the first 14 minutes of "Al McClain was excellent 
again and the bench really 
came through for us," added 
Friel. 
Gary Plummer led BU with1 
22 poiJ?ts, while Mike 
Alexander added 16. 
UNH. 5-4 in the NAC. will 
host Colgate . in another 
conference game Sunday 
afternoon at 4 p.m. and Friel is 
hoping for another enthusiastic 
crowd. 
. "The crowd was great, I hope 
to see them again Sunday," said 
Friel. 
fhe icemen beat Dartmouth 7-5 Wednesday night in Hanover. ~Frid-ay-night .th~y face off -
1gainst BC at 7:30 PM.(Jim Millard photo) · · 
Skaters explode 
past Dartmouth 
By Chris Heisenberg 
The UN H Wildcats explod-
ed for four third period goals 
within eleven minutes to defeat 
the Dartmouth Big Green 7-5. 
Wednesday night. 
After Dartmouth scored two 
, fluke second period goals off 
UN H defenders. they played 
like they thought they could 
defeat the Wildcats despite 
their 2-19 record. 
Twice in the third period 
_ the~' took one goal leads before 
UNH was able -to -pull out the 
victory. 
"We had a <1 ood shot of 
winning," sail Dartmouth 
Coach George Crowe. "They 
~re an explosive team. and 
that's what they did ." 
UN H was pace9 by the 
fourth line of Dave McAll ister . 
(two goals one assist) Chris 
Laganas ( 1- 1) and Allister 
Brown (0- 1'). 
"They (the fourth line) are 
playing well. The~1 are earning 
their playing time. and are 
playing with a high degree of 
intensity,". Coach Charl-ie Holt 
said after the game. 
McAllister opened up the 
scoring by s l ipping -a 
backhander just in_side the post 
after Laganas won the faceoff. 
It was the onlv score of the first 
period . ., · , 
After Dartmouth tied the 
game in the second period on a 
powerplay tally by Todd 
Soutor, the Wildcats got their 
. own quasi · powerplay goal. 
Peter Douris- skated down 
the right wing, . pulling the 
defenseman out towards him. 
Douris then dropped a pass 
back to James Richmond, who 
skated in on goalie Jeff Bower 
and tucked it in through his 
pads . Dartmouth's Jack Bohn 
had just stepped out of the 
penalty box. 
Dartmouth got lucky on 
their next two goals. having 
Bob Jangro's centering pass 
. from behind the net bounce off 
David Lee into the net, and _ 
having Bruce Cullen follow up 
his breakaway miss with a 
center ing pass off UN H goalie 
Bruce Gill ies and into the net. 
In between those two flukes 
Paul Barton scored fot UN H. 
Two minutes into the third 
period Allen Taber batted a 
rebound past Gill ies for a 4-3 
lead . Richmond then scored his 
second goal of the game. 
tapping in a pretty passing 
combination by Dari Muse and 
Brian Byrnes. 
Bruce Cu llen put Dartmouth 
µp again 5-4, . but Laganas 
kn'ocked his rebound past 
Bower. and · Ken Chisholm 
lifted a centering pass under the 
c1'ossbar for th~ winning goal. 
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